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ABSTRACT 
The population of older people is increasing dramatically. The greatest increase is taking place in 
the developing countries. Tanzania is among the countries whose number of older people has 
increased considerably. According to the 2002 population census, Tanzania has 1,952,041 people 
of 60 years and above. This is 5.7 % of the total population. Whil e the number of older people is 
on increase, the quality of care provided to them by the family, community and the government has 
continued to decline due to modernization, urbanization, industrialization and impact of HIV/AIDS. 
The limited age care skills among older people's care providers have made the situation worse, as 
they are unable to provide the needed care to older people. (Forester, 1998). Poo r quality of care 
to older people within the family and the community has made older people to have poor health 
thus limiting their contribution no t only on their own life but also to their families and communities 
they live in (Kiwala, 2000). Recognising the needs to address the challenge that has been brought 
about by the fast increase of the older people in Tanzania, and the limited age care knowledge and 
skills that exist i n different communities i n Tanzania, an age care training manua l has been 
developed aimed at building the age care skills of caregivers and other people who work with 
elderly in order to improve the quality of care they provide for senior citizens. 
The manual has been developed based on the survey that was carried out i n Chanzulu and 
Mikocheni wards in Kilosa and Kinondoni district respectively. It is a real working tool for age care 
organizations, social workers, community workers and other practitioners in the area of ageing. I t 
is expected that by going through al l modules in this manual participants will be able to broaden 
their knowledge on ageing an d improve and sharpen their age care skills, and more importantly 
be able to design local interventions fo r improvemen t o f age care practice i n their respectiv e 
communities. 
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The rapid ageing of population has become a challenge not only to Africa, but globally. However, 
what is of special concern in African countries like Tanzania is the declining of the quality of care 
provided to older people (Rwega, 2002). Various researchers in Tanzania such as (Forester 
1998), (O'Donoghue , 1999 ) an d (Kiwala , 2000) hav e identified th e limite d understandin g o f 
ageing issues and age care skills on the part of the general public and care providers and those 
organisations working with older people. Thi s has made older people rights in respect to care to 
be severely violated in the family and the community they live in. 
For the United Nations (UN) care for older person does not only encompass physical care but 
also social and psychological care. According to UN, things that are covered under care include; 
right to access basic needs such as shelter, clothes and food, right to access health, right to 
make decision about their care, right to use their rich experience and enjoy basic human rights, 
respect and privacy. It is this UN definition that has been adopted in the current study. 
When a basic need such as shelter, and clothes i s not accessibl e for olde r people , then a 
fundamental human right is being denied to older people. When a basic right such as nutrition is 
being denie d t o olde r people , thei r healt h an d well-being ar e severel y compromised , with 
tremendous effect on their lives. When the right of older person to live in safe environment is not 
accorded, the lif e o f olde r peopl e i s bein g severel y affected . Whe n older perso n i s being 
butchered just because he or she has red eyes, it reflects acute violation of the fundament human 
right, the right to live. 
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When an ill older person visits a healthcare centre in search of treatment and is told that he/she is 
not sick but is just suffering from old age, then that older person is being denied appropriate 
treatment. When an older person is denied the right to participate and make decision in activities 
that affect their well being, his or her dignity and respect are being rubbed off and made to feel as 
worthless. Suc h incidents are often manifested in our communities, and it is the true reflection of 
little understanding of ageing among general public and vivid indicator of poor care provided to 
our senior citizens in our society. 
Since the UN International Year of Older Persons in 1999, which received a lot of attention in 
Tanzania, many organisations hav e been formed t o suppor t olde r people . Man y of these 
organisations are still at infancy stage, lacking effective strategies on how to deal effectively with 
elderly people. Unfortunately, there is no institution in the country that provided such training. It is 
this gap that triggered Vumilia Women Cooperative Society (VWCS) to ask me to support the 
process of developing a training manual for older people's caregivers. 
In collaboratio n wit h VWC S a  surve y wa s conducte d i n Chanzul u ward Kilosa , a s th e 
representative sample of rural area, and Mikocheni ward in Kinondoni, which represented urban 
area. It is the finding from this survey that has led to the development of this age care training 
manual. 
The Age care training course (base d on the developed manual) is community focused and has 
been designed to support and complement initiatives that are being done by emerging age care 
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organization across the country. The course raise the awareness of the key issues facing older 
people and the national policies that exist to protect them. The training targets diverse audience, 
from caregivers, primar y schoo l teachers to community leader s includin g loca l government 
officials. I t is envisaged that the training will lead to positive change in age care practice in the 
community and set in motion the implementation of the National Ageing Policy (NAP), which so 
far has remained on paper. 
As we think of improvement of quality of care for older people, it is worth recalling the words of 
the Secretary General of United Nations in October, 2001 that 
"Promotion of healthy life styles and supportive environment to older people within the 
families and the communities do not only reduce disability levels associated with old age, 
but also enable older people to keep on contributing to their own families, community they 
live in  and  their  nations....  In  this  respect  forward thinking  call  us  to  embrace  their 
potentials and give them necessary support as  a basis for future development of society 
as a whole" 
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1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROJECT ASSIGNMENT 
The challenge brought abou t by the rapid increase of older people is a  great development 
concern that every country ha s to address in this century. The United Nations report (1999) 
shows that there has been a drastic increase in the number of older people in the world in this 
century, which has never been experienced before. This increase has been demonstrated more 
in the developing countries where the social economic changes have already weakened the 
traditional family and community mechanism that was the basis for effective care for older people. 
Worse still , eve n th e forma l socia l securit y syste m i n thes e developin g countrie s i s 
underdeveloped with minimum coverage, and very little effect even for the older people who are 
covered. 
In Tanzania like any African country, it was often believed that traditional family structures and 
norms of respect means that all older people were well cared for, as such, violations of their 
rights including right for decent care was not an issue. However, different studies including the 
recent research on the Impact of HIV/AIDS on older people by (Sangale, 2004), have proved that 
this is not the case. The system has been severely weakened by social economic changes and 
the impact of HIV/ AIDS to the extent that it is no longer capable of providing adequate care for 
older people. 
While modernization, industrialization and urbanization have led families to live great distance 
apart, different studies have also indicated limited knowledge on ageing and inadequacy skills 
among care providers and other people including leaders of community support structures such 
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as religious institutions and village governments. These shortcomings have made the life of older 
people who are 5. 7 %  of the total population to continue to deteriorate following acute violation 
of their rights within the family and the community they live in. 
Whilst it is true that abuse of older people's rights have always taken place, recent research 
reports such as The Situation of Older People in Magu by (Forester , 1999) and Safety net for 
Vulnerable Groups by (Geffy, 2000) have revealed an increase in the number of reported cases 
about violations of the rights of senior citizens, which are attributed to poor understanding of 
ageing process and lack of basic age care skills among older people's caregivers. 
In Sukumaland for example older people are being killed just because they have wrinkles and 
red eyes, thus regarde d to b e witches. Quoting the work of TAMWA , Kate Forester,(1999) 
indicated that abou t 500 older women are murdered in Tanzania every year after being accused 
of witchcraft. Some of the suspected killers are their own sons and daughters who are expected 
to protect them. If such evil acts are allowed to continue without public intervention the majority of 
today's older women and men in Tanzania, who are 1,952,041 an d those reaching old age in the 
future, are likely to become subject of further humiliation and abuse irrespective of the valuable 
contributions they will have made to their families and beloved country. 
What is even worse is the fact that, although it is clearly known that as the people grow old the 
more physicall y weak they become, the whole medica l system in Tanzania have not been 
oriented to the needs of older people (Kiwala, 2000). Medical personnel have not been oriented 
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to gerontology o r medicine of older person , and so far this i s not featured a s an important 
specialization in the medical profession the way it is for paediatric and gynaecology for children 
and women respectively. There are no public health care for elderly and the essential drugs pay 
little attention to older people (Mongula, 2002J. 
In recognition of difficult life facing elderly, some CBOs and local NGOs have been formed to 
support olde r people . Records from HelpAge International indicate that, there are about 200 
CBOs and NGO s across the country tha t has been established recentl y t o work with older 
people. Some of them are; Vumilia Women Cooperative Society, SAWATA Dodoma, Mtwara 
Retired, MAPERECE Magu, Good Samaritan Social Service Trust an d Songea Older Person 
Forum, just to mention a few. Man y of these organisations are still at infancy stage, with very 
limited skills and knowledge on ageing and age care. Unfortunately there is no institution in East 
and Central Africa where age care training is provided, and none of the Universities in this part of 
Africa that offers gerontology. Consequentl y many age care organizations in Tanzania operate 
without training in the area of ageing and age care. 
Problems associated with lack of institutions to deliver age care skills compelled Vumilia Women 
Cooperative Society (Organization I have worked with in this project) to initiate the study that will 
lead to broadening of understanding of ageing issues and improvement o f age care practice in 
the society. The study therefore intend s to collect the views of older people , caregivers and 
community leaders that will lead to formulation o f age care training manual . The manual to be 
developed will be an important tool for those who will be involved i n the sentization o f the 
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community to understan d o n agein g issue s and more importantl y b e able to desig n local 
interventions for improvement of age care practice in their respective communities. 
1.3 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
• T o build the capacity of older people's caregivers both in rural and urban areas 
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
• Identif y the age care skills gaps among people who provide care to elderly in the 
family and the communities. 
• Establis h chronic health problems affecting older people in urban and rural areas. 
• Explor e the leve l of involvemen t an d support provided b y existin g community 
structures to older people 
• Develo p an age care training manual for caregivers and local community leaders 
who work with older people 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 CONCEPTUALIZATION O F AGEING 
Indeed ideas about ageing and reality of growing older have both positive and negative elements. 
More importantly agein g is not predictable as it is sometimes a positive force and sometimes a 
negative one even in the same individual. I t i s therefore no t surprising t o see some writers 
emphasising on the positive quality that ageing can bring, whereas others emphasising on the 
negative image of aging. Fo r example, Aristotle argued that older people are small-minded 
because they hav e been ambled by life: thei r desir e are set upon nothing mor e exalted or 
unusual than what will help them keep alive (Mckee, 1982:11). In contrast, Cicero (McKee, 1982 : 
26) said "Olde r persons may not be doing what the younger members of the community are 
doing, but what they do is better and much more important." 
In many traditions African societies, ageing was perceived positively. Traditiona l African words 
used to describe an old man or an old woman as neither demeaning nor derogative. Litera l 
translations of old age in many African languages define it synonymously with wisdom. Common 
expressions in West African languages refer an older person as a person who knows and who 
has vision. The Malians for example, perceive the tree as a symbol of old age; a mighty tree with 
deep spreadin g root s whic h clin g t o th e groun d wit h it s shade-givin g branche s o f leaves 
spreading hig h t o th e sky . (Nana , 1999) . This same symbolism i s reflecte d i n Zimbabwe's 
Ndebele people's reference to the elderly as" shade of the children" (Cox and Mberia, 1977). 
In Tanzania like any other African country, the word older person commonly known as "mzee" 
had a very positive meaning. In most cases, it was linked with wisdom. An older person was also 
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seen as a centre of unity in a society. No wonder, the father of the nation, the late Mwalimu 
Nyerere used to meet with elderly befor e announcing major decision that were seen to have a 
big impact to the nation. (Mongula, 2001) 
In the context of this study, ageing should be seen as a broad concept that includes physica l 
change in our bodies over adult life, psychological change in our mind and mental capacities, and 
social change in how we are viewed, what we can expect and what is expected of us. While we 
cannot ignor e negativ e element s associate d with ageing, it i s importan t to underscor e that 
wisdom nurtured by life experience tends to increase as the person grow old. This is probably the 
most precious element embedded in ageing which we need to look at in order to have realistic 
conceptualization of the value of older people in our community. A s Cicero said, it is not by 
muscle, speed, or physical dexterity that great things are achieved, but by reflection, force of 
character, and judgement; i n these qualities old age is not only not poorer, but is even richer 
(Atchley, 1991:47) 
2.2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF AGEING 
There are many theories which attempt to explain the why and when of ageing. The social 
psychological literature of aging depicts two general viewpoints with regards to optimum patterns 
of aging . Both views are based on the observation that as people grow older , their social 
interactions decrease (Cumming and Henry, 1961). The activity theory of Havinghurst (1968) and 
others whilst disagreeing with the 'disengagement theory' stress the inevitable changes in biology 
and health. In their view, the decreased social interaction that characterises old age results from 
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the withdrawal of the society from the aged person and that the decrease in interaction proceeds 
against the desires of most ageing persons. 
It is generally accepted that in old age, the loss and decline be it physiological. Psychological , 
economical and social are greater tha n a t any other stag e i n a  person's life . Suc h losses, 
however, are not always due to biological factors but might also be due to social, economic and 
environmental and cultural factors (Derricourt and Miller, 1992). 
The problems facing older people today could be comprehended when modernization theory is 
used to analyse dominant social, economic and technological changes, which culminate into the 
contemporary problem s facing elderly. Th e central thesis of modernization theor y i s that the 
processes that cause societies to evolve from rural to agrarian social and economic systems to 
urban and industrial ones also cause change in the positions that older people occupy in the 
society and the esteem afforded to them. The direction of change is usually assumed to be for 
the worse. 
Simmons (1945 ) wa s probabl y on e o f th e firs t researcher s t o addres s th e issu e o f 
modernization's effec t o n older people . Based on a cross-cultural stud y o f 71 societies, he 
concluded that in relatively stable agricultural societies, elders usually occupy positions of favour 
and power, mainly becaus e of the concept of seniority rights . Bu t when the rat e o f change 
increases, Simmons said, older people lose their advantaged status. He did not specify how or 
why this happened. 
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Cottrell (1960b ) viewe d modernizatio n a s a  resul t o f th e growin g us e o f fossi l fuel s and 
technology t o increas e human productivity . T o Cottrell , the mos t significan t aspec t o f th e 
historical shift from agrarian to high-energy industrial forms of production had its effect on the 
organization of the society. Agrarian societies revolved around the village, which itself was a 
collection o f families . The power of the elderly men , and occasionally elder women, in the 
agrarian system stemmed from their positions as heads of families, which in turn admitted them 
to the council of elders that ran the community. I n addition, tradition was the main way that 
people decided issues in agrarian societies, which gave elders value as keepers of knowledge 
and tradition. Heads of families made decisions in all realms of life: economic, political, religious, 
and social. 
Fischer (  1978:108-112) advance d the notion that for the new egalitarian type of society to 
emerge, the traditional hierarchical type had to be undercut. I n the process, because they were 
usually in control of traditional societies, older people as a category came under attack by those 
who wanted to change the system. Thus it was not their capacities or a lack of them that caused 
older people to lose their advanced positions, but that they were symbols of an outdated social 
order. All these are plausible explanations of why elders lost their hold on the privileged positions 
in industrialized society. But older people did not become merely equal to everyone else; they 
became less valued than othe r ag e categories. Unfortunately th e abov e scholars could not 
explain the reasons behind. 
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Cowgill (1972,1974b, 1986) developed a theory to explain why older people were devalued by 
the proces s o f modernization . H e fel t tha t severa l factor s associate d with modernizatio n 
combined to reduce the desirability of elders participants in society. First, demographic trends 
which indicates stead increase of proportion of older people in the population both in the rich 
and poor countries. This, coupled with a lower demand for workers because of the increased use 
of technology, heightened the competition between the young for jobs. In addition, the growing 
number of new kinds of jobs reduced the value of experience and practiced skills, which were 
older people's main ways of offsetting their relative lack of physical dexterity. 
Retirement lowered the value of elders because it was based on the assumption that they were 
no longer capable and because it dropped them into a less desirable income category. Rapi d 
social chang e an d child-centred educatio n outsid e th e famil y mad e obsolete muc h o f th e 
knowledge that had formerly been a foundation of esteem for elders. Finally, urbanization often 
left older people behind, causing them to be viewed as "backward". For these reasons, olde r 
people presumably lost a great deal of power and prestige in the process of modernization. 
As we continue to analyse progressive changes in all structures an d functions o f the social, 
technological, economical and cultural environment , an d the direc t impac t they hav e to the 
capacity of the family, clan and the entire community, it makes more sense when the analysis is 
also linked with the impact of HIV/AIDS to many communities particularly i n the sub-Saharan 
Africa (which has been hardly hit by this disease). The disease has killed and continues to kill 
many young people who were expected to provide care to their old parents. Worse still, many 
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older people are now compelled to support young orphans whose parent have died of HIV/AIDS 
at the age when themselves are actually in desperate need of support. What this boils down to is 
that, it is important to analyse the problems of older people in the context of all changes that 
surround them, and policies and programmes to address the problems of ageing in country like 
Tanzania should be the products of our particular environment. 
Based on these facts, it is clear that any meaningful effort made to improve the lives of older 
people in Tanzania should go hand in hand with the effort of reviving the spirit of helping old 
people i n th e communit y an d strengthenin g th e weake r socia l structures w e hav e i n our 
communities to resume their tradition role of caring for older persons Moreover they should also 
aim at empowering ol d people themselves to cope effectively wit h the challenges of modern 
world. This is the main thrust of this study. 
2.3 EMPIRICAL LITERATURE REVIEW 
Ageing in developing countries has not been attractive sphere of research for long time. This was 
probably contribute d by the assumption that older people particularly in Africa are still receiving 
adequate cared from their families. I t is until recently when some scholars started to undertake 
specific studies in this area. It is therefore a  subject, which has limited literature. The literature 
below represents some of the studies that have been done in the area, their main findings and 
recommendations. 
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Nyangulu et al (1994) studied the level of support children provide to their parents in Zimbabwe. 
In his study titled Family Support  For the Elderly  in Zimbabwe, Nyangul u highlighted the 
growing problem in Zimbabwe whereby children are no longer providing adequate support to their 
parents. He recommended policy options for encouraging family support of the elderly. 
In a  study b y Rweg a (2002) which was conduced in the norther n part of Tanzania , titled 
Situation of Older people in Bukoba District, Rweg a commented that the families in buhaya 
have been weakened by HIV pandemic, low price of coffee and declining of banana production, 
(a staple food for the people of that area). All of these factors point to an increasingly fragile 
situation of older people in the area. H e advised the government to set up the systems that will 
ensure that families are given economic back up to enable them to deliver effective care to older 
people. 
Forester (1998) : in her research study on Situation of Older People in Tanzania which was 
conducted in five regions of Tanzania namely; Mbeya, Kagera, Mwanza , Dares salaam and 
Zanzibar, indicated how older people in Tanzania are being mistreated even by their own sons 
and daughters. She revealed that older people particularly vulnerable older people are excluded 
from the social services such as access to health service just because they are old. This aspect 
of excludin g olde r peopl e an d it s associate d impac t wa s als o highlighte d b y Townsend 
(1985:665), as the source of the growing inferiority complex among older people. 
Conversely a study in Magu, Tanzania titled Older People in Magu Tanzania; The Killing and 
Victimization of  Older Women"  agai n by Forreste r (1999) , exposed the proble m of older 
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women being beaten or murdered following accusations of witchcraft just because they have 
wrinkles an d re d eyes . Foreste r recommende d fo r th e governmen t t o adop t appropriate 
measures that will enable the society to change their negative attitude toward older people. 
Analysing the reason as why older people in Tanzania are not well cared for, O'Donoghue, 
(2000) on his research Safety Nets for Vulnerable Group in Tanzania associated this with little 
public awareness on ageing or information about older people's contributions, situations, issues 
and needs. Accordin g to him, the negative images and assumptions commonly held about older 
people tend s t o increas e thei r invisibility ' an d margina l positio n whic h i n tur n feeds the 
impression that they are just a burden to other sections of the population, hence they do not 
deserve decent care . H e recommended for publi c awareness on ageing as the mean s of 
addressing the problem. 
Commenting on the role of older people in the society, Maya (2001) in his study on Contribution 
of Older People in African Societies narrated that in times of social upheaval and crisis older 
people often provide a 'cultural reservoir' of experience, history, stories and guidance that is 
essential to the preservation of cultural identity and the social reconstruction that will follow. 
Similar view from older people themselves appears in the work of O'Donoghue (1999) when he 
summarised the discussion he had with the group of older people in Rwanda 
" The best thing about older people is that we work as advisers in our own communities, 
we are able to  settle misunderstandings  and  help to  keep things  running  smoothly. 
Whatever you think you mustn't think that older people are finished - we still have such a 
lot to offer" 
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In anothe r stud y conducte d i n 1 3 region s o f Tanzani a titled The  Social and  Economic 
Conditions of  the Elderly People. Safari . J. F. (1992) explained that older people generate 
income through farming, brewing, fishing, metalworking and casual labour. He argued that older 
people are as likely to give as to receive support provided that the society offers supportive 
environment for them to realize their potentials. Simila r comment was made by Bossert (1987) 
who reported that many older people in developing world are engaged in farming, livestock 
keeping an d fishing, an d that man y ar e engaged in pett y trading an d hav e started smal l 
businesses. However they lack support from their society to make their activities a success. 
It is very clear that, the above studies attempt to explain the value of older people and some of 
the ke y problem s olde r peopl e fac e i n th e developin g countrie s particularl y Africa . More 
importantly mos t o f the m see m to agre e that educating th e famil y an d the communit y t o 
understand ageing is an important step toward solving older people's problems. Unfortunately 
non of the study has been able to establish the training need s of older people care givers, 
community leaders and other people who work closely to older people. 
The current study therefore endeavour to fill the gap by studying the existing knowledge in the 
area of ageing and the age care skills gaps among older people themselves, older people's 
caregivers, and community leaders . Based on the gaps to be identified a n age care training 
manual will be developed with the aim of improving quality of care for older people in this country 
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2. 4 POLICY STATEMENTS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE LIVES OF OLDER PEOPLE IN 
TANZANIA 
Tanzania i s a  signator y t o al l Unite d Nations ' an d Afric a Unions ' polic y framework s an d 
conventions regarding ageing. Tanzania is also the second country i n Africa after Mauritius to 
enact National Ageing Policy. That means care for older people in Tanzania could be analyzed 
with reference to both international and national policy guidelines. 
Older person's care is among the five United Nations principles of older person that were adopted 
by United Nations General Assembly (resolution 46/91) on 16th December 1991. Other principles 
are; independence, participation, self-fulfilment and dignity. Fo r United Nations care for older 
person do not only encompass physical care but also social and psychological care. Things that 
are covered under care include; rights to access to basic needs such as shelter, clothes and 
food, rights to access to health, rights to make decision about their care and enjoyment of basic 
human rights, respect and privacy. 
Looking a t this comprehensive U N concept o f care , it i s obvious that Tanzania, which i s a 
signatory to the United Nations charter that endorsed these principles, has done very little in a 
practical sense, to ensure that these principles are being enforced as it was agreed. Wha t is 
disappointing is the fact that even in the areas where specific policy statements have been made, 
older people have not benefited. Fo r example, under Tanzania Health Policy, older persons 
have been allowed free medica l service, however n o system has been put i n place by the 
government to ensure that they get any service at all that corresponds to their complaint let alone 
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free. A s the result, reports from across the country indicate that older people continue to suffer 
from poor health service contrary to what is stated in the health policy. (HAI, 2002) 
Tanzania is a signatory to Madrid International Plan of Action of Ageing (IPAA), which sets out a 
strategy to combat poverty among older people. The IPAA was agree upon in Madrid during the 
Second World Assembly on ageing in April 2002. In addition, Tanzania also endorsed Africa 
Union Policy Framework and Plan of Action on Ageing in Africa that received the final seal o f 
approval during th e 3 8 Ordinary Sessio n of th e Assembly of Africa n Head s of State s and 
Government in Durban, South Africa in July 2002. Likewise the Africa Union Policy Framework 
and Pla n o f Actio n o n Agein g requir e membe r state s t o design , implemen t appropriat e 
programmes to meet individual and collective needs of older people particularly the whole issues 
of poverty. Despite of the effort to endorse all these International Policy Guidelines, the fact on 
the ground depicts that no practical action has been implemented t o address older people's 
poverty and to set sustainable mechanism to improve their wellbeing. 
In 2003 , Tanzani a enacte d a  Nationa l Agein g Polic y (NAP) , whic h set s ou t concret e 
commitments to improve quality of life of senior citizens. NAP recognises age as the sole criterion 
to determine an older person. The cut of age stipulated in this policy is 60 years. NA P put special 
emphasis to health service to older people, assurance of basic needs for vulnerable old people, 
support to older headed household dealing with HIV/AIDS and orphans, enactment of law safe 
guarding the rights of older people and promoting awareness and preparedness for ageing in all 
sections of the society. I n order to improve the quality of life of older people, NAP recognise the 
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prime role of the family and the communities they live in, and state categorically the need t o 
enhance the capacity of families and communities (in terms of resources, knowledge and skills) 
to be able to deliver effective care to older people. However , so far the practical application of 
these policies has been patchy. 
The current study is therefore an innovative initiative geare d at developing the manual that will 
support the government to take forward its commitment of improving the quality of life of elderly 
as stipulated on National Ageing Policy and other international Ageing policy guidelines which it 
has endorsed. . 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY. 
3.1 COVERAGE. 
The study was conducted in Chanzulu ward in Kilosa district, which is one of the six districts in 
Morogoro region, and Mikocheni ward in Kinondoni district, which is one of the three districts of 
Dar es Salaa m region. Whil e Chanzul u ward represent s th e typica l rura l area , Mikocheni 
represents the urban area. In this sense, the information tha t has been gathered in this study 
encompasses views of rural and urban-based respondents. 
Another facto r tha t was considered in the selection of Chanzul u and Mikochen i wards was 
knowledge and familiarity of the areas by Vumilia Women Cooperative Society (the organization I 
worked with). Thi s organization ha s been implementing project s i n these two wards. I t was 
therefore relativel y eas e to gathe r informatio n fro m these wards a s community leader s and 
substantial numbers of older people in those areas were aware of the work of Vumilia Women 
Cooperative Society . So the interview s an d questionnaires administere d wer e see n as the 
continuation of Vumilia Women Cooperative Society engagement with older people in their area 
and not something new. 
3.2 POPULATION . 
The tota l numbe r o f peopl e i n Chanzul u an d Mikochen i ward s wer e 13,63 1 an d 1186 0 
respectively (WEO' s offices Chanzul u and Mikocheni, November 2004). However , the actual 
number of the respondents in this research was 240. These are categorised as follow; 100 older 
people of which 50 were from Chanzulu and 50 from Mikocheni, 100 older people's caregivers 50 
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from each area. Other s were 40 community leader s of which 21 were from Chanzulu and 19 
from Mikocheni. The table below summarises the distribution of respondents 
Table 1: THE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDY POPULATION BY AREA, GENDER AND 
CATEGORY 
AREA CATEGORY OF RESPONDENTS MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
MIKOCHENI-
KINONDONI 
Older people 25 25 50 
Older people's caregivers 25 25 50 
Community 
leaders 
Religious 1 3 
Village/mtaa 2 5 
Ward 3 1 
NGOs/CBOs 0 1 
Other 3 0 
Sub total community leaders 9 10 19 
CHANZULU-
KILOSA 
Older people 25 25 50 
Older people's caregivers 25 25 50 
Community 
leaders 
Religious 2 4 
Village 2 4 
Ward 2 1 
NGOs/CBOs 3 1 
Other 1 1 
Subtotal community leaders 10 11 21 
TOTAL RESPC INDENTS 119 121 240 
Source- Survey report, December, 2004 
3.3 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES USED. 
3.3.1 Stratified sampling: 
Under stratified the population i s divided into several sub-populations tha t are individuall y 
more homogeneous than the total population. The method enabled the research to get 119 
respondents from the urban area, Mikocheni- Kinondoni an d 121 respondents from rura l 
area , Chanzulu - Kilosa district. The methods were also used to get 60 female and 59 male 
respondents at Mikocheni and 60 male and 61 female respondents at Chanzulu. In this way 
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the information collected had fair representations of rural and urban residents with balanced 
gender. 
3.3.2 Multiplestage sampling 
The selection o f caregivers and older peopl e to b e interviewed passe d through several 
stages, in the first stage simple random sampling was used in the selection of three villages 
out of six villages in Chanzulu ward an d one Mtaa/ street ou t of three Mitaa i n Mikocheni 
ward to be involved in the study. In the second stage of selecting 100 caregivers and 100 
older peopl e t o b e interviewed , convenienc e samplin g wa s used . Criteri a tha t wer e 
considered were age, willingness of the caregivers and older person concern to spare time 
for interview, accessibility and gender balance. 
3.3.3 Quota sampling 
The methods ensure that that certain number of sample unit from different categories with 
specific characteristic s appear s i n th e sample , s o tha t al l thes e characteristic s ar e 
represented. This method was used in the selection of community leaders to be interviewed. 
The method enabled the study to reach 6 village leaders, 6 religious leaders, 4 CBOs/ NGOs 
leaders and 3 ward leaders from Chanzulu. In Mikocheni the methods enabled the study to 
get 4 religious leaders, 7 street/ Mtaa leaders, 4 ward leaders and 1 CBOs / NGOs leader 
3.4 DATA COLLECTION. 
3.4.1 Individua l interview (face to face) 
Interview technique wa s employed t o extrac t th e view s o f 10 0 older people , an d 100 
caregivers. As Brownlee (1991) put it, this method permits clarification of the questions and 
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has high respond rate than self-administering questionnaire. The method is also suitable for 
use with community wit h illiterate persons . These reasons made me to selec t i t a s the 
suitable method to gather information from these respondents. 
3.4.2 Ke y informant Interviews 
The technique was employed to extract the views of community leaders an d talk about other 
people's knowledge , attitude and practice beside their own. In carrying out the interview 
Standardise open-ended questions were used. As stated by Kothar i (1990), the aim was to 
increase comparability o f responses and facilitate organizatio n and analysis of data. This 
method allowe d communit y leader s t o tal k freel y abou t th e involvemen t o f thei r 
organizations/institutions in supporting older people. 
3.4.3 Observation 
Kenneth (1978) argues that methods eliminates subjective element, which might influence 
finding. I n this study the method was used to study observable aspect such as physical 
health status and personal hygiene of older people who were interviewed. 
3.4.4 Review of secondary sources 
Substantial time was located for prior documentary studies such as researches and other 
official and unofficial studies and reports. Most of these documents were easily accessible in 
HelpAge International resource centre in Dar es Salaam. Th e method enable me to collect 
information o n the situation of older people in Tanzania, problem associated with care of 
older people, and national and world statistics on older people which could be very difficult to 
establish or get by other means in such a short period of time. 
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3.5 DATA TREATMENT 
• Performin g quality control checks 
The information checked again before and during data processing for completeness and 
internal consistency. 
• Dat a processing and analysis 
I processed and analysed the data by computer using SPSS programme. Table were used to 
present frequencies and percentage of finding. Cross- tabulation methods were also used to 
explore relationship between variables. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH DATA: (TRAININ G NEE D 
ASSESSMENT) 
The aim of this chapter is to establish the training needs among older people's caregivers and 
community leaders that will form the basis for the training manual to be developed in chapter five. 
For this reason, collected data have been analyzed in reference to: 
• Majo r problems facing older people and their relation to care 
• Chroni c health problems affecting older people 
• Understandin g of appropriate diet for older people among caregivers 
• Awarenes s on the National Ageing Policy (NAP) among community leaders 
• Communit y structure's involvement in the care for older people and 
• Necessar y skills and knowledge required by caregivers and community leaders t o 
perform their caring roles 
The chapter ends by drawing recommendations and highlighting key topics the training manual 
should cover. 
4.1 MAJOR PROBLEMS FACING OLDER PEOPLE AND THEIR RELATION TO CARE. 
The lack of the most basic need was the subject that came up in almost all encounters in both 
Chanzulu and Mikocheni. In Chanzulu 97% of all older people interviewed raised this as the issue 
of concern. On the side of Mikocheni the number was slightly lower ( 96%). Olde r people say 
they are finding it more difficult to satisfy their basic needs, such as food, clothes and shelter. 
This again is connected to the decline family and community care for elderly. The difficult older 
people experience in accessing the basic needs and the lack of support, both affect the health of 
older people (Forester, 2000) 
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All these problems are magnified for vulnerable older people, the house bound, the sick who are 
forced to be highly dependant, but who are suffering more acutely from withdraw of family and 
community care. 65 % of older people who were interviewed i n Chanzulu said they were not 
getting adequate care from their family relatives including their own children. The number of older 
people with this views increased in Mikocheni to 70 %. Concerning community support and care, 
only 3  % and 6% of the older people who were interviewed i n Mikochen i an d Chanzulu 
respectively, said they have already received some kind of support fro m non-family members. 
The direct interpretation of the above percent tells us that the community is no longer reliable in 
supporting poor older people. A lot of effort is required to bring it back into its traditional role of 
supporting older people. 
4.2 CHRONIC HEALTH PROBLEMS AFFECTING OLDER PEOPLE 
The study wanted to establish the most health problems affecting older people. This question was 
posed to 10 0 older people of which 50 were from Chanzulu ward and 50 from Mikocheni in 
Kinondoni. 
Table 2: Distribution of different diseases of older people in Mikocheni and Chanzulu wards 
Health status for older people Frequency Percent 
Not having chronic diseases 11 11 
Eye problem 21 21 
Hear problem 6 6 
Lower extremities 23 23 
Diabetes 8 8 
Cardiac complication 10 10 
Backache 10 10 
Other 11 11 
Total 100 100 
Source- finding from field survey, December, 2004 
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Six chronic conditions were repeatedly mentioned; these are lower extremities pains, 23 (23%), 
eye 21(21%), backach e 10(10%) an d cardiac problems including bloo d pressure 10 (10%). 
Others were diabetic, 8 (8%) and hear problems 6 (6%). 
Although in general the above six health problems were frequently mentioned in both Chanzulu ( 
rural) and Mikocheni (urban), the highest percentage of older people interviewed i n Chanzulu 
13 (26%) complaine d of lower extremities pains including joint pains and le g swelling. Women 
represented large number of complaints 16% against 10 % of men. Lower extremities pains were 
followed closely by eye problem, which was mentioned by 10 (20%) of all older people who were 
interviewed in Chanzulu. 
In Mikocheni the number of older people who complained of eye related problems was the 
highest. 11(22%) older people mentioned it. Older men in Mikocheni constituted a large portion of 
respondents who complained of eye problem of older people. They were 9(18%) whereas older 
women were 2 (4%). Lowe r extremities pains ranked the second in Mikocheni with 10 (20 %) 
of all respondents out of which olde r women were 2 (4%). The difference in ranking between 
lower extremities pains and eye problems observed in Chanzulu and Mikocheni is due to the fact 
that majority of people in Chanzulu depend on agricultural activities. They are therefore walking 
on foot for not less than 7 kilometres daily to attend their shamba. This is not the case for older 
people in Mikocheni. Majority of older people who are still energetic in this area depend on either 
employment or petty business like selling charcoals and food items. In this way they spend most 
of their time sitting on one place. Even when they have to move there is the possibility of using 
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commuter bus . That means older people in Mikocheni coul d still cope with lower extremities 
pains without being forced to abandon their activities completely. 
Although all caregivers interviewed associated the above ailments with ageing only 12 % were 
aware of what they were supposed to do to support their older people to manage those problems. 
It is  because of  advanced age she  has been  loosing  sight...  /  don't  think there is 
something we can do to  manage further  complications, as she is now approaching 70 
years." One of the caregiver in Chanzulu whose mother was about to become blind completely 
because of cataract commented. Suc h despairing statement from the caregiver for the problem, 
which could be easily treated, implies lack of knowledge of different diseases affecting olde r 
people amon g caregivers . Mor e seriously , eve n problems , whic h nee d immediat e medica l 
attention from the physician, are confused with other normal age related ailments that can be 
managed a t home . I n thi s way olde r peopl e ar e denied acces s t o se e the doctor , hence 
worsening their health conditions or sometimes causing death. 
4.3 UNDERSTANDING OF APPROPRIATE DIET FOR OLDER PEOPLE AMONG CAREGIVERS. 
Without proper diet efforts to care for older people are likely to bear minimum results. Healthy diet 
remains vital for elderly people to maintain activity and resistance to illness, and to prevent other 
disabling conditions too . With this in mind the study wanted to explore the understanding o f 
caregivers concerning appropriate food and how it should be provided to older people they care 
for. I t was revealed that the concept of balance diets for older persons was not an issue of 
importance t o 70% (12) an d 50% (10) o f caregivers who were interviewed i n Chanzulu and 
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Mikocheni respectively. "We have been trained in the clinic that balanced diet is important for children as 
they are still growing, I therefore don't see why we have to talk of the balance diet again for older people who 
have already reached the end of their maturity". A woman at Chanzulu living with her mother aged 80 
years rebuked. 
The other aspect of nutrition practice, which the study explored, was the number of meal taken by 
older people in a day. Out of 100 older people interviewed 8% said they take one meal in a day, 
57% get two meals, that means lunch and dinners, 32% take three meals, which are lunch, tea 
and dinner. Only 3% all from Mikocheni indicated that they eat more than three times in a day. 
Explaining why they eat less than three times, 44 (67%) of older people who were interviewed 
attributed the tendency to economic reasons, 13 (20%) associated the tendency to mere habit, 4 
(6%) linked it to lack of appetite becaus e food becomes monotonous a s they are compelled all 
the time to eat one type of food which they could afford . For most families it is "Ugali". 3  (5%) 
said they lack a person who can prepare food frequently. 
Looking at the low importance attached to balanced diet to older people by the majority of the 
caregivers an d other associate d nutrition practices for olde r peopl e lik e taking one or two 
monotonous (similar) meals in a day, it is not surprising to see the health condition of older 
people declining day after day. This is becaus e thei r body lacks nutrients, which are needed for 
providing immunity and strength to fight diseases that might attack him or her. Tabl e 3 gives the 
picture of meal taken by older people in a day. 
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Table 3: Distribution of meals taken in a day and reasons given by respondents (OP) in 
Mikocheni and Chanzulu 
Location of the 
respondents 
Rason for less than 3 meal 
Total 
economic 
reasons 
lack of 
appetate 
no one to 
prepare habit not applicable Other 
mikocheni Mea l 1 
taken %  of Total 
3 
6.0% 
1 
2.0% 
1 
2.0% 
5 
10.0% 
daily 2 
% of Total 
16 
32.0% 
2 
4.0% 
2 
4.0% 
4 
8.0% 
24 
48.0% 
3 
% of Total 
1 
2.0% 
17 
34.0% 
18 
36.0% 
more than 3 
% of Total 
3 
6.0% 
3 
6.0% 
Total 
% of Total 
20 
40.0% 
3 
6.0% 
2 
4.0% 
5 
10.0% 
20 
40.0% 
50 
100.0% 
chanzulu-kilosa Mea l 1 
taken %  of Total 
1 
2.0% 
2 
4.0% 
3 
6.0% 
daily 2 
% of Total 
23 
46.0% 
1 
2.0% 
1 
2.0% 
6 
12.0% 
2 
4.0% 
33 
66.0% 
3 
% of Total 
14 
28.0% 
14 
28.0% 
Total 
% of Total 
24 
48.0% 
1 
2.0% 
1 
2.0% 
8 
16.0% 
14 
28.0% 
2 
4.0% 
50 
100.0% 
Source - finding from field survey, December 2004 
4.4 AWARENES S ON THE NATIONAL AGEIN G POLIC Y (NAP ) AMONG COMMUNITY 
LEADERS 
The other thing, which the survey explored, was the awareness of the community leaders on the 
National Ageing Policy (NAP). The policy state categorical and clarify roles pertaining to care for 
different stakeholders including district council, village government, CSOs and family. Table 4 
summarises the responses of the community leaders. 
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Table 4: Awareness on the National Ageing Policy by the community leaders 
Location 
organization they .work with 
Total 
village 
government 
ward 
government 
religious 
institution NGO/CBO other 
Chanzuru awarenes s ye s Coun t 
on NAP %  of Total 
3 
14.3% 
1 
4.8% 
1 
4.8% 
1 
4.8% 
6 
28.6% 
no Coun t 
% of Total 
3 
14.3% 
2 
9.5% 
5 
23.8% 
3 
14.3% 
2 
9.5% 
15 
71.4% 
Total Coun t 
% of Total 
6 
28.6% 
3 
14.3% 
6 
28.6% 
4 
19.0% 
2 
9.5% 
21 
100.0% 
Mikocheni awarenes s ye s Coun t 
on NAP %  of Total 
1 
5.3% 
1 
5.3% 
1 
5.3% 
1 
5.3% 
4 
21.1% 
no Coun t 
% of Total 
6 
31.6% 
3 
15.8% 
3 
15.8% 
1 
5.3% 
2 
10.5% 
15 
78.9% 
Total Coun t 
% of Total 
7 
36.8% 
4 
21.1% 
4 
21.1% 
1 
5.3% 
3 
15.8% 
19 
100.0% 
Source - Finding from field survey, December 2004 
The above table indicates that majority of community leaders who were interviewed in Chanzulu 
and Mikocheni were no t awar e of the presenc e of NAP , which wa s launched in 2003. I n 
Chanzulu out of 21 communit y leaders interviewed 15 (71%) were not aware of the presence of 
NAP, only 6  (29%) wer e aware of it s presence . In Mikochen i where 1 9 community leaders 
responded to the question, the situation was worse as 15 (79%) of the respondents were not 
aware of NAP, so only 4 (21%) were aware of the presence of NAP. This implies that out of 40 
community leader s who were interviewed, onl y 1 0 (25% ) wer e aware of NAP . That means 
30(75%) were not aware of it, so they should not be expected to make reference to this policy in 
their day-to-day works and planning. 
4.5 COMMUNITY STRUCTURES INVOLVEMENT IN THE CARE FOR OLDER PEOPLE. 
While the family is expected to assume the primary responsibility of caring for older person, in 
African traditions the role of caring and supporting older people is believed to be in the hands of 
the entire community. This reality has been re-emphasised by NAP. I n this regards the study 
collected opinion of community leaders in Chanzulu and Mikocheni pertaining the involvement of 
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the organizations or community structures they belong to in caring and supporting older people. 
The table below summarises the findings 
TABLE 5: community structures and level of involvement and support to older people 
Location 
organization they .work with 
Total 
village 
government 
ward 
government 
religious 
institution NGO/CBO other 
Chanzuru involvemen t of no t at all Coun t 
org ./institution %  of Total 
2 
9.5% 
2 
9.5% 
2 
9.5% 
6 
28.6% 
rare Coun t 
% of Total 
4 
19.0% 
3 
14.3% 
3 
14.3% 
2 
9.5% 
12 
57.1% 
fully Coun t 
% of Total 
3 
14.3% 
3 
14.3% 
Total Coun t 
% of Total 
6 
28.6% 
3 
14.3% 
6 
28.6% 
4 
19.0% 
2 
9.5% 
21 
100.0% 
Mikocheni involvemen t of no t at all Coun t 
org./institution %  of Total 
3 
15.8% 
2 
10.5% 
2 
10.5% 
1 
5.3% 
8 
42.1% 
rare Coun t 
% of Total 
3 
15.8% 
2 
10.5% 
2 
10.5% 
1 
5.3% 
1 
5.3% 
9 
47.4% 
fully Coun t 
% of Total 
1 
5.3% 
1 
5.3% 
2 
10.5% 
Total Coun t 
% of Total 
7 
36.8% 
4 
21.1% 
4 
21.1% 
1 
5.3% 
3 
15.8% 
19 
100.0% 
Source - Survey finding, December 2004 
The table indicates that 6 (29%) of the 21 communit y leaders who responded in Chanzulu ward 
admitted that the community structures they represent are not involved in any way with activities 
that support or facilitate care for older people. 12 (57%) said that the community structures they 
represent are superficially involved with activities that support older people. So , only 3 (14%) 
said the organizations they represen t had activities that facilitate car e and support to older 
people. 
In Mikocheni , 8 (42% ) of al l 1 9 community leader s wh o responded, confirmed tha t the 
organizations/ community structures they represent have no activities that support senior citizen 
in their areas. 9(47%) said the organizations they represent are partially involved in the activities 
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that suppor t an d facilitat e car e fo r elderl y i n thei r community . Onl y 2  (11% ) sai d thei r 
organizations include activities that support older people in their areas. This means that the level 
of support from the available community structures like religious institutions, CBOs, village and 
ward governments which are expected and though t to be very close to vulnerable groups in any 
community is very little. Owin g to this situation, older people who have no relatives for providing 
support are suffering and their lives are at high risk. 
4.6 NECESSARY SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED TO PERFORM CARING ROLE 
In total 10 0 older people's caregivers of which 50 (50%) were women and the remaining 50 
(50%) were men, responded to the question that wanted to know the kind of skills they require to 
enable them to perform their caring role of older people effectively. Table 6 summarises th e 
responses. 
Table 6: Types of skills and knowledge required by caregivers to enhance their caring role 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Consellin g skills OP 20 20.0 20.0 20.0 
nutrition in old age 22 22.0 22.0 42.0 
phisiological change s 
associated wit h old age 26 26.0 26.0 68.0 
Ageing associate d 
diseases 17 17.0 17.0 85.0 
working with vulnerable 
older people 10 10.0 10.0 95.0 
Other 5 5.0 5.0 100.0 
Total 100 100.0 100.0 
Source - Survey finding, December 2004 
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Table si x show s that understandin g physiologica l changes associated with ageing (ageing 
process) was mentioned by 26%, 22 % wanted to know nutrition in old age. Those who wanted 
to b e trained o n counselling skill s fo r olde r person s were 20% , management o f diseases 
associated with ageing were mentioned by 17% whereas working with vulnerable older people 
were mentioned by 10% 
Community leaders including religious leaders, CBOS leaders, village and ward leaders were 
also asked to suggest the type of training they need to make them more supportive to older 
people. Out of 40 community leaders responded to this question, 19 were from Mikocheni and 21 
were from Chanzulu. Althoug h generally the list of issues they would like to learn was not very 
much different from the list made by caregivers, the percentage of community leaders in need of 
certain training differed from that of the caregivers as follow; skills of working with vulnerable 
older person were mentioned by 27.9 %, physiological changes associated with ageing 24.5% 
counselling skills 19.8% and those who mentioned nutrition were 7.5%. 
Difference in responsibilities and level of engagement with older people could be explained as the 
main reasons that caused different weight given between community leaders and caregivers to 
the list of issues they would need to learn to enable them to provide effective care and support to 
older people. For instance while training on nutrition in old age was favoured by 22% of care 
givers interviewed, only 7.5 % of the community leaders mentioned nutrition as the important 
topic they would like to learn. The fact that community leaders are not necessarily direct involved 
in the preparation of food for older people contributed greatly to the difference observed. 
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4.7 RECOMMENDATION S 
Basing on the findings the following recommendations are made 
i. Th e manual to be developed should address the knowledge and skills gaps that have 
been identified. Suggested modules are; 
• Physiologicall y changes associated with ageing and management of old age related 
diseases. 
• Nutritio n in old age 
• Workin g with vulnerable older people in the community 
• Counsellin g skills for elderly people 
ii. Declinin g of quality o f care for older people is "a community problem " it should not be 
seen as the problem of caregivers alone. The course to be developed therefore should 
target a wide range of people who work with and for older people. Thes e include; care 
providers, communit y workers , socia l workers , religiou s leaders , NGO s an d CBOs . 
Others to be targeted are village and ward leaders, influential older people, teachers and 
local government officials. Wit h good training these people are able to design appropriate 
community intervention s fo r improvemen t o f ag e car e practic e i n thei r respectiv e 
communities. 
iii. Communit y leaders who will attend age care training should be given facilitation skills as 
well, to enabl e them t o impar t the skill s they wil l acquire from this trainin g t o other 
community members . Thi s wil l enable ag e care skill s t o reac h a s many peopl e as 
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possible. I n this context , facilitation skill s has to be added to the manual as the fifth 
module. 
Where possible, participants o f age care training should get a copy of National Ageing 
Policy. I f thi s i s not forthcoming becaus e of limited resources , a summarised version 
should be provided to participants. This will enable them to be aware of the policy and to 
use it to suppor t thei r work s with older people , and avoid confusion that might arise 
because of not being aware of this policy that guides older people's issues in the country. 
Training o f Traine r (TOT ) cours e i s recommende d t o Vumili a Wome n Cooperative 
Society to enable the organization to be conversant on how to use the manual. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: TRAINING MANUAL FOR OLDER PEOPLE'S CAREGIVERS IN 
THE COMMUNITY 
5.1 ABOUT THE MANUAL 
5.1.1 Introductio n 
The manual contains two main parts. Th e first part is a guide to the facilitator on how to run the 
training. Th e second part comprises background information, notes and the reference to use as 
resource materia l t o enable the facilitator t o effectively ru n the sessions. Ther e i s also 
recommended literature for facilitators and trainees. 
The manua l has bee n designed in consideration o f people usin g i t with varying level s of 
education and different professional backgrounds. I believe they can all benefit from the training. 
In this context , material s ar e simple and have been presented in ordinary language . "The 
language of the common people" 
The course targets a wide range of people who work with and for older people. Thes e include 
care providers, community workers, social workers, religious leaders, NGOs and CBOs. Other s 
are village and ward leaders, influential older people, teachers and local government officials. I t 
is expected that such people are able to design local interventions for improvement of age care 
practice that can involve everyone in their respective communities. 
5.1.2 Overall aim of the manual 
To build the age care skills of the caregivers and other people who work with the elderly in order 
to improve the quality of care provided for older people. 
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5.1.3 Manual objectives 
The main objectives of the training manual are three folds namely: 
• Enabl e caregivers to understand the most common health related problems associated 
with ageing. 
• Enabl e participants to acquire skills of working with vulnerable older people. 
• Devis e strategies for supporting vulnerable older people in communities. 
5.1.4 Ho w to use the training manual 
This manual contains five complete workshop packages on: 
• Physica l and physiological changes with ageing 
• Nutritio n in old age 
• Workin g with vulnerable older people 
• Counsellin g elderly people 
• Facilitatio n skills. 
There is also a sub topic on how to prevent pressure sores for the bed ridden. Each of the five 
topics follows the same pattern. 
Part one Part two 
In part one you will find 
• Ai m 
• Objective s 
• Methodolog y 
• Material s to use 
• Lesso n plan 
In part two you will find 
• Backgroun d information 
• A  set of notes 
Background information gives a general overview of the subject discussed and its relevancy to 
the trainee, whereas notes informs about the topic being dealt with in more detail. 
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Background Information and notes have been arranged in such a way that they can be used as 
the facilitator's input . Facilitator s should feel free to add materials on the contained topics. I t 
should be noted that conditions differ from area to area. S o facilitators should adapt the content 
to meet their own needs and situation. I t is therefore recommended that before conducting the 
training the facilitator should try to be familiar with the prevailing age care practice in the area and 
the situation of older people. 
5.1.5 Duration of the course 
You will need five full days to go through al l five modules. I f participants are still energetic 
enough, you can also accommodate the collaborative development of a plan of action. I f this is 
not the case, you are advised to use a few hours on the following day to help your participants to 
come up with their own plan of action. Remembe r this is very important section, which will guide 
participants in using their knowledge and skills for the benefit of older people. 
The course must be evaluated at the end to get the reaction of the participants. Bot h oral and 
written evaluation will be done. Remember , having an 'end of training programme' review does 
not mean that the facilitator should not administer 'topic by topic', or 'day by day' reviews. 
5.1.6 Gettin g started 
The programme for the first day will slightly differ from the rest of the days because participants 
will want to know each other and become familiar with what will be happening throughout the 
course. S o for the first day the facilitator will take participants through the following procedures: 
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Welcome words and getting to know each other - 20 minutes 
• Sa y a few words to welcome participants 
• Explai n to the participants the services provided in the area e.g. telephone, toilets etc, and 
how accessible they are. 
• As k participants to introduce themselves. 
Introduction to the Workshop -10 minutes 
Facilitator to explain the: 
• Ai m and objectives of the course 
• Topic s that will be covered 
• Approac h and training methodologies to be used 
• Duratio n of the course 
• Rang e of participants invited. 
Expectations - 25 minutes 
• As k participants to list their expectations 
• G o through the list and sort out what will and will not be met 
• Explai n to the participants why some of their expectations will not be met. 
Drawing of timetable and participants contract 
Discuss the timetable to be used. Things to be agreed by participants include: 
• Tim e to start 
• Brea k for tea/drinks 
• Lunc h time 
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• Closin g time. 
Ask participants to list down sets of behaviour that will help the training be a success. These 
behaviours will form a participants contract. Pi n them on the wall for easy reference during the 
course. 
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5.2 PART ONE- GUIDE TO FACILITATOR TO PREPARE LESSON PLAN 
5.2.1 MODUL E ONE: PHYSICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES WITH AGEING 
AIM 
To enable caregivers to broaden their understanding of common physical and physiological 
changes associated with ageing and related health problems and their management, for the 
purpose of improving age care practice in the community. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Participants will be able to: 
• Understan d physical and physiological changes that take place in the body as we age 
• Understan d common health related complications associated with ageing 
• Desig n locally implementable interventions to counteract the negative aspect of these 
physical and physiological changes. 
METHODOLOGY 
• Min i lecture 
• Grou p discussion 
• Brainstormin g 
• Experienc e sharing 
• Demonstratio n - depending on availability of time and if a good case study arises during the 
session 
MATERIALS 
• Fli p chart 
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• Marke r pen 
• Maskin g tape 
• Handout s 
LESSON PLAN 
INTRODUCTION-20 minutes 
To introduc e th e sessio n the facilitato r briefl y identifie s th e relevanc y o f th e topi c t o th e 
participants. Suggeste d ideas to use are as follows: 
Growing old is a reality. We are all ageing. W e may begin to feel less agile, to tire more easily 
and to develop more aches and pain as we grow old. I f people live long enough nearly everyone 
becomes frail, hence requires help or care from other people. Th e reason is that most of us are 
affected by changes in our body in one way or another. Thes e changes affect us throughout our 
life but as we get older they become more obvious and can start to cause health complications. 
It is not possible to prevent the signs and symptoms of old age. However if they are properly 
managed mos t olde r peopl e can continue t o b e active , sel f supporting an d comfortable. I t 
therefore helps if caregivers of the elderly understand the sources of physiological changes that 
take place as we grow old and how best these changes can be managed to minimize their 
negative effects. Thi s knowledge also enables the caregivers to be able to distinguish the natural 
effects of ageing which the caregivers with age care skills can handle, and the medical problems 
for which referral to hospital is recommended. 
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• Throug h brainstorming, ask trainees to give their views about the physical and physiological 
characteristics of an older person. The y are likely to mix physical, social and psychological 
characteristics. Don't interrupt at this stage. Record every thing. 
• Wor k together with the trainees to separate physical, social and psychological characteristics 
and features. Su m up introduction by emphasizing that only physical characteristics and 
features will be covered in the session. The others (social and psychological) will be covered 
later within the same training course. 
GROUP DISCUSSION - 30 minutes 
Once you are sure that trainees ar e aware of the difference between physical, social, and 
psychological features, divide them into 4 groups. Maximu m number of trainees in each group 
should not exceed 6 people. Factor s such as gender, level of education, age and location of the 
trainees need to be observed and balanced in the formation of the groups. The discussion o f 
these four groups will be guided by the following questions: 
i) Wha t are the most common five health related complications of the older people in 
your community? 
ii) Wha t do you do to help older people with the above mentioned health complications? 
Let the trainees stand up, walk around a bit before starting the discussion - remind the groups to 
choose someone who will take notes and report back, flip chart will be used. 
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PLENARY SESSION - 25 minutes 
When the groups have finished their discussions they come back into the bigger group and they 
report back. 
During report back and discussion, the facilitator will be able to identify areas that need to be 
emphasised in the next session of the facilitator's input. 
FACILITATOR'S INPUT - 30 Minutes 
Before facilitator starts to give her/his input bring to people's attention the good contribution made 
by the entire group. 
Talk about the physiological changes that take place, as we grow old and some health related 
complications, which may happen. Explai n recommended measures to help OP with these 
complications, using the notes called 'physiological and physiological changes with ageing'. 
If the facilitator wants to correct the contribution made by one of the group, do it effectively 
without embarrassing the person. Make sure that the following areas have been properly 
touched/discussed 
i. Decrease d function of cardiovascular and respiratory systems 
ii. Decrease d functioning of the nervous and sensory systems 
iii. Decrease d function of urinary system. 
iv. Decrease d function of the musculoskeletal system 
v. Decrease d functioning of intergumentary (skin and nails) 
vi. Decrease d functioning of digestive system 
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vii. Preventio n of pressure sores for the bed ridden OP. 
Make sure that after 20 minutes of lecture there is a short break or any other event that will allow 
people to relax. Facilitato r should indicate how the mentioned changes in the above system 
affect older men and older women. Give trainees time to comment and ask questions. 
BREAK 
SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION -1 Hour 
The group is again divided into small groups of five to six people to discuss the following 
questions. 
Based on the actual situation of your community / older people explain how you will use the 
acquired skills to help or take care of OP in order to address the following: 
• Maintai n good and healthy skin 
• Tak e care of OP with urinary problems (dribbling) 
• B e able to talk to OP with hearing problem 
• Creat e a safe environment for OP with eye problems 
• Preven t occurrence of pressure sores to the bedridden older person. 
• Avoi d constipation 
More conditions can be added to be discussed by the trainees. Us e the practical conditions, 
which are existing in the community. Eac h group should have maximum of 3 conditions to 
discuss to enable them to exhaust their ideas about those conditions. Us e the flip chart to record 
the points. 
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PLENARY SESSION -1 Hour 
Each group will be given 7 minutes to give their presentation. Fiv e minutes for discussion. I f 
information is given which may mislead the trainees, the facilitator should reflect the point again 
and ask other trainees to correct it. The facilitator wil l sum up the key points, which can b e 
elaborated on before closing the session. 
5.2.2 MODULE TWO: NUTRITION AND OLD AGE 
AIM 
To enable caregivers to understand the dietary needs of older people for the purpose of 
improving their nutrition status. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Participants will be able to: 
• Broade n their knowledge of a healthy diet for older people. 
• Understan d the common age-related problems, which prevent older people maintaining a 
healthy diet. 
• Recognis e strategies to improve the nutrition status of older people in their area. 
METHODOLOGY 
• Grou p discussion 
• Brainstorming . 
MATERIALS 
• Fli p chart 
• Marke r pens 
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• Maskin g tape 
LESSON PLAN 
INTRODUCTION -10 Minutes 
Briefly introduce the topic. Suggested words to use in the introduction: 
The proper functioning of the body systems depends on many factors however, of all the factors 
involved, the quality an d the quantity of the food we eat is paramount. We need food to live 
regardless of our age. Without prope r diet efforts to care for older people are likely to bear 
minimum results. Caregivers therefore need to understand properly how older people can sustain 
a healthy diet. 
GROUP DISCUSSION - 40 minutes 
Divide participants in small groups of five to six people. 
Discussion in these small groups will be guided by the following questions 
i. Wha t is'balanced'diet? 
ii. I s it necessary for the older person to eat a balanced/healthy diet? If yes why? 
iii. Wha t are the physiological, economic, psychological, social and gender factors that prevent 
older people from having access to a balanced diet i n your community? Ho w can you 
overcome these? 
iv. Wha t constitutes a healthy diet for older people? 
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v. Wha t are you going to do to ensure that older people in your community eat a balanced 
diet? Suggest ways of improving the nutrition status of older people in your community. 
PLENARY SESSION -1 Hour 
Every grou p wil l presen t thei r wor k fo r seve n minutes. As k participant s t o preserv e thei r 
comments/questions til l al l group s hav e finishe d thei r presentations . Encourag e genera l 
discussion at the end of the presentation. Observe the gaps in their presentations and discussion. 
Use notes on 'nutrition in old age' to cover identified gaps. 
SUMMARY 15 Minutes 
Before closing the session summarise the key points discussed with much emphasise on what 
participants have recognised they can do to improve the nutrition status of older people in their 
area. 
2.2.3 MODULE THREE: WORKING WITH VULNERABLE OLDER PEOPLE 
AIM 
Encourage caregivers and the community to extend their support to the vulnerable older people 
who are currently not supported. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Participants will be able to: 
• Identif y vulnerable older persons using set criteria. 
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• Acquir e skills of working with vulnerable older people. 
• Devic e strategies of supporting vulnerable older people in their community. 
METHODOLOGY 
• Brai n storming. 
• Experienc e sharing. 
• Grou p discussion. 
• Hom e visiting -this will depend on the availability of time. 
MATERIALS 
• Fli p chart 
• Mar k pens 
• Not e books 
• Pen s 
LESSON PLAN 
INTRODUCTION -10 minutes 
Facilitator introduces the topic, explaining what will be covered and the relevance of the topic to 
the trainees (caregivers). 
INPUT FROM FACILITATOR-SEMI LECTURE - 25 minutes 
Use background information to give participants the general situation of older people in Tanzania 
with particular emphasis on the decreased care available to vulnerable older people. 
To give participants a good base for their discussion, the facilitator covers the following; 
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• Explai n briefly how social economic change in Tanzania has affected the care of older 
people. 
• Tal k about the current position of older people with particular emphasis on vulnerable older 
people. 
• Tal k about National Ageing Policy and Health Policy 
• Withou t embarrassing anyone use experience and practical examples you have to challenge 
the quality of support to older people delivered by various institutions including the 
government at various level, religious institutions, NGOs, families, individuals and the 
community at large. 
• Wor k with them to identify untapped resources that can be utilised to support vulnerable older 
people. 
GROUP DISCUSSION - 45 minutes 
Participants to form small groups of six people, 
following questions. 
They will use these groups to discuss the 
i. Wh o is the vulnerable person? 
ii. Wha t are the causes of vulnerability among OP 
iii. Wha t does care for an OP mean to you? 
iv. Wh y is it necessary to care for vulnerable older people? 
v. Wh o should be involved in the care of vulnerable older people? 
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vi. A s the caregiver what are you going to do to ensure that all vulnerable older people in 
our communities are well cared for? 
All answers to be recorded on the flip chart. 
FEEDBACK SESSION - 80 minutes. 
Allow groups presentation of the first question then discuss points presented by all groups before 
moving on the next question. 
Question number six is intended to get the commitment of the trainees and their plan of action on 
what will be done to extend care to all vulnerable older people in their community/village. Fo r this 
to happen, trainees must have enough time to discuss and agree on the common approach to be 
adopted on their plan of action. Keep that on separate flip chart, as they will be very useful at the 
end of the course to enable participants to prepare their overall plan of action. 
CLOSURE-10 minutes 
Facilitator summarize s all-important points raised and encourage s the participants t o put their 
plan of action into practice. 
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5.2 4 MODULE FOUR: COUNSELING ELDERLY PEOPLE 
AIM 
To increase the ability of caregivers to handle emotional and psychological problems of 
vulnerable older people in their communities. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Participants will be able to: 
• Understandin g emotional and psychological problems facing older people. 
• Acquir e basic counselling skills for older people 
• Identif y vulnerable older people in their community whose problem needs counselling 
service. 
METHODOLOGY 
• Sem i lecturing 
• Grou p discussion 
• Brainstormin g 
MATERIALS 
• Fli p chart 
• Marke r pen 
• Handout s 
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LESSON PLAN 
INTRODUCTION - 5 minutes 
Without going into detail, facilitator to explain what the topic will cover. 
BRAINSTORMING - 15 minutes 
Facilitator request trainees through brainstorming to give the definition of counselling and its 
relevance to care givers. Lis t their answers without going into deep discussion. 
FACILITATORS INPUT - 1 Hour 
Use background information and notes on counselling to; 
• Cove r the gaps in the definition of counselling and the relevance of counselling for 
the caregivers. 
• Explai n how psychological problem affects the health of an older person. - Make 
sure you have enough examples of both older women and older men. Explai n the 
effects. 
• Explai n the three phases of counselling. 
GROUP DISCUSSION - 30 minutes 
Participants to form four groups for discussion. Their discussion will be guided by the following 
questions: 
i. Wha t will you do to build a good working relationship with your counsellee? 
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ii. Ho w will you help your counsellee in the counselling session? 
iii. Wha t needs to be done to enable the counsellee to explore alternative solutions? 
iv. Mentio n five emotional and psychological problems affecting older people in your 
community, which may require counselling services. 
All group to record their answers on the flip chart. 
FEEDBACK - 40 minutes 
Each group to be given seven minutes to present their views. Durin g presentation other 
participants to be encouraged to ask questions or to make addition contributions. 
CLOSURE -10 minutes 
Facilitator will sum up all-important points discussed. S/h e will also try to fill gaps that will be 
detected in the presentation. 
5.2.5 MODUL E FIVE: FACILITATION SKILLS 
AIM 
To increase the ability of care giver to impart age care skills to other members of the community. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Participants will be able to: 
• Acquir e basic facilitation skills 
• Understan d how to prepare a lesson plan 
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• Facilitat e a training workshop 
METHODOLOGY 
• Lecturin g 
• Brainstormin g 
• Practica l demonstration 
MATERIALS 
• Fli p chart 
• Marke r pen 
• Exercis e book. 
LESSON PLAN 
INTRODUCTION-10 minutes 
Facilitator will explain briefly what the session will cover. S/he will use background information to 
explain the importance of the topic to the caregiver. 
DEFINING THE TERM - 20 minutes 
Through brainstorming facilitator will ask the participants to define the term training and 
facilitation. Thi s will enable the facilitator to check the general understanding of the participants 
about the topic. 
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FACILITATOR'S INPUT - 2 Hours 
Facilitator will start the session by filling the gaps on the definition of training. S/he will later 
explain the five principles of training adults. Refer the background information available. 
The facilitator will cover a range of skills: 
• Ho w to speak 
• Questionin g skills 
• Feedbac k 
• Avoidin g empty space 
• Facin g participants 
The facilitator will also mention how to select the right methods. Different facilitation methods will 
be covered. These include lecturing, role-play, brainstorming, guided discussion, and 
demonstration/practice. The advantages and disadvantages of each method should be 
mentioned. 
Cover information on how to develop a good lesson plan. Al l three sections of a lesson plan i.e. 
Introduction, main body, and conclusion need to be explained thoroughly. 
DEMONSTRATION/PRACTICE - 2 hours 
Trainees will be grouped in to three groups of 8 people each. They will be asked to prepare a 
simple training session and deliver it. The y will be free to choose one of the topics taught in the 
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workshop. After each presentation, the participants will be asked to comment starting from what 
went well followed by what could have been done differently. 
Facilitator to make general comments after the presentation of all groups. 
CLOSING-15 Minutes 
Facilitator to summarize important points discussed before closing the training. 
5.2.6 DEVELOPIN G A PLAN OF ACTION AFTER THE TRAINING -1:30 Minutes 
Participants need guidance and support in developing a plan of action. Thi s will be their plan on 
how they will put into practise what they will have learnt from the workshop for the purpose of 
improving the lives of older people in their community. I n doing so, the emphasis is on their role 
in enabling the full utilisation of the available and potential resources to support the elderly in their 
communities. 
Steps to follow 
Explore with participants throug h brainstorming , the different activitie s which can be done to 
ensure that older people , particularly vulnerabl e older people in thei r communit y o r area of 
operation are well cared for (physically, socially, psychological and nutritional-wise). Exhaus t 
participant's ideas and record all answers on the flip chart. 
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Formation of functional groups 
Group participants into possible functional groups (for example members who are able to plan 
and execute plans together e.g . participants from the same villages/wards, NGOs/CBOs with 
similar interes t areas , or institutions suc h as schools. Check from participants i f the groups 
formed represent realistic functional groups. 
Each group will consider the following in order to prepare their plan of action. 
Based on the knowledge and the skills you have after this training and the other realities around 
you, explain the types of activities you are going to do to make your organisation/institution / 
community more effective in caring for older people particularly vulnerable ones. T o answer this 
question, participants will follow the format below, which in turn will enable them to make a proper 
plan of action. 
FORMAT TO FOLLOW 
What activities will you do: 
i......................................................... 
ii 
iii 
iv 
v......................................................... 
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a) Explai n how you are going to implement each activity you have just listed 
and the method you will use. 
b) Wh o will be involved and what will be their specific role in that particular 
activity. 
c) Whe n are you expecting to start and finish each activity? 
d) Wha t are the likely obstacles and how will you overcome them. 
e) Wh o else will you need to consult/involve and for what purpose. 
f) Ho w are you going to co-ordinate and manage these activities 
g) Ho w will you know that you have succeeded or failed to meet your objectives 
It is important to ensure that all these questions have clear answers. 
Avoid unrealistic plans that cannot be met. 
5.2.7 COURS E REVIEW 
Finally, the training programme now needs to be reviewed. Immediatel y afte r finishing the last 
topic th e facilitato r wil l administe r writte n and ora l evaluation s t o see k the reactio n o f the 
participants. 
Written evaluation 10 Minutes 
Ask participants to be as honest as possible as they will be reacting to the following questions: 
i. Wha t did you enjoy/not enjoy about the programme 
ii. Wha t did you learn this week 
iii. Ho w will you apply what you learned 
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iv. Wha t was not included which you think should have been 
v. Hav e you in anyway become more effective as the result of this training programme 
vi. Wha t challenges are you likely to face in implementing what you have learned 
vii. Ho w can your institution/organisation/community become more effective as the result of 
this training course 
viii. Wha t additional comment do you have? 
Oral evaluation -10 minutes 
i. Wha t went well 
ii. Wha t would have been done differently 
iii. Wha t issues did you pick up for implementation 
iv. Recommendation s 
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5.3 PART TWO: RESOURCE MATERIALS 
5.3.1: RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR MODULE ONE: PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES WITH 
AGEING 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Ageing is an individual proces s that occurs at different rates i n different people , and social 
psychological factors ma y retard o r accelerate the physiologica l changes . Als o the rat e of 
change in various body process affected by ageing vary among people. Visibl e sign of ageing 
include the appearance of wrinkled skin, greying and thinning of hair and shortened posture from 
compressed spiral discs. 
As a person ages, blood vessels, tendons, the skin and connective tissues lose their elasticity. 
Hardening o f bloo d vessels and stiffening o f joints occurs. Bone s become brittle and thin; 
hormonal activity and reflexes decrease. 
As the person ages, there is general decline of the circulatory system with reduced blood supply, 
impaired mental sharpness, interference with balance, and reduced effectiveness of muscles and 
body organs. The probability of stroke and heart attack also increases. 
As the person ages, the muscles lose some of their strength and co-ordination, and endurance 
become more difficult. There is also a decline in the functioning of organs such as the lung, the 
kidney and to the lesser extent, the brain. A s ageing continues, hearing and vision capacities 
decline, food may not taste the same, the sense of touch may become less acute and there may 
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be a loss of memory of recent and past events. Th e degree to which one's body loses its vitality 
can be influenced by, one's life style. 
People who are mentally an d physically active throughout their youth and adult years remain 
more alert and vigorous in their late years. 
Although many of the effects of ageing are irreversible, several of the supposed effects of ageing 
are due to largely to the inactivity that is often associated with ageing. Learnin g to reduce stress 
along with exercising and maintaining a  healthful diet can reverse or at least hold in abeyance 
many of the effects caused by ageing. 
NOTES 
Growing old is a natural process. W e are all growing older everyday. A s we grow older certain 
change takes place in our body. Although many elderly people remain vigorous beyond 80 years 
there is a general decline in all our bodily systems and a reduction of normally functioning cells 
caused by ageing. Thi s leads to decreased ability o f older people to withstand an d adapt to 
physical or emotional stress. Consequentl y older people start to be dependent on others who 
may find this a burden especially if the necessary adjustment has not been made. Som e of the 
physiological changes with ageing are: 
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DECREASED CARDIOVASCULAR AND RESPIRATORY FUNCTION 
(HEART AND RESPIRATION) 
Food, oxygen and water are carried to various body tissues through blood. Th e heart pumps the 
blood, which is carried in arteries and veins. When we get old the blood circulation graduall y 
slows down because of changes in the arteries and veins. This may result in high blood pressure 
and hardening of arteries. 
The rib cage, which helps in the process of breathing in and out become more rigid and the small 
tube in the lungs, lose their elasticity. Lowe r respiratory tract also become potentially vulnerabl e 
to infection due to decreased immunity. 
There can therefore be decreased endurance, fatigue and getting out of breath more easily. To 
manage: 
• Encourag e rest in between movement 
• D o breathing exercise. (Top right positions recommend to prevent pneumonia) 
• Ea t balanced meals to improve immunity. 
DECREASED FUNCTION OF URINARY SYSTEM 
The urinary system removes waste product from the blood and passes them out of the body in 
the form of urine. Som e older people pass urine more often because the muscles around the 
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opening get weaker with age. However , drinking less water in order to avoid going to the toilet 
may cause harm to the kidney. 
Older men sometimes have difficult in passing urine due to a swelling of a gland (prostate), which 
lies, between the bladder and the urine tube. It may help to sit in the bath of hot water. If this does 
not help see the doctor or nurse as incontinence can be treated. Whe n someone suffering from 
this proble m goe s for a  walk, devis e some kind o f urinar y o r incontinenc e pad s to avoid 
embarrassment in case of dribbling. 
Older women may also experience urinary tract problems resulting from disease or multiple 
births. Treatmen t is advisable as soon as the problem is identified. Th e carer should keep in 
mind tha t thi s situatio n i s embarrassin g t o th e patien t wh o thu s ma y refus e medication . 
Persuasion, mentioning the benefits, may be needed. 
DECREASED FUNCTIONING OF DIGESTION SYSTEM 
The digestive system break down the food we eat. Foo d is grounded by the teeth and moisture 
with saliva. Wit h old age people can loose their teeth and produce less saliva as well as loose 
their sense of taste. Thi s may cause indigestion and constipation because waste product takes 
longer to be excreted. Decrease d stomach and intestine gastric acid production, which is vital in 
the digestion process, can also cause this problem. 
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Caregivers should give elderly sof t an d nutritious food becaus e of difficul t i n chewing and 
swallowing especia l in supine position. Avoid too muc h starchy food . Fruit , vegetable and 
drinking plenty of water is highly recommended. 
Daily exercise can also help. A  nurse or doctor should attend to bad cases of constipation. 
Loosing control of bowels can also be experienced. In this case the person and the bedding must 
be kept clean. Health y diet and regular bowel movement can help. 
Malnutrition and food intolerance are very common to older person because of the above reason, 
so care provider need to be aware to prevent further complications. 
DECREASED FUNCTION OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM 
(bones, muscles and joints) 
MUSCLES 
Help us to move and protect interna l organs. As we grow old muscles become weaker, they 
decrease i n mass , adipose replace s muscle cells , which lea d t o decrease d strength an d 
endurance. No wonder some old people require help in lifting even light things. Exercise i s 
important to make them strong. 
BONES 
As we grow older bone become weaker and weaker and more brittle. They break more easily and 
take longer to heal if there is a fracture especially if there is an inadequate supply of calcium and 
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other mineral. The discs in between the bones shorten. This is why people seem to shrink when 
they grow older. Elderly women can suffer bone loss due to the changes taking place in their 
hormones. Care providers must ensure safety of old people by: 
• Helpin g them to avoid slippery floors 
• Environmen t must be free from things on their way 
• Enoug h light for them to see clearly. 
JOINTS 
As we grow old cartilage (gristle) which cover the ends of bone get roughened (erode) and then 
worn away. The exposed bone ends grate on one another and the tissue round the joint become 
inflamed. This lead to pain and limitation of movement, whic h can be very disabling . Older 
women are more affected. Usually it affects the weight-bearing joint of the backs, the hip and the 
knee. Some of the recommendations to the caregiver to address this are: 
• Weigh t reduction - old people avoid carrying access weight, which puts a great deal of 
unnecessary strains on the joint especially knees. 
• Ol d people should exercise so that they do not get stiff but they should avoid becoming over 
tired. 
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DECREASED FUNCTION OF INTEGUMENTARY 
SKIN 
With ageing the skin loses some of its elasticity so that there is wrinkling and sagging. This is due 
to decreased sub-cutaneus fat sweat glands, extracellular water, melania receptors and blood 
circulation to extremities. Other outcomes of these conditions are that skin easily bruises, there is 
decreased pain sensitivity henc e OP can easily burn and may get non-healing skin lesions. 
Caregiver should help old people to apply Vaseline on their bodies after washing and drying. 
Protect OP from injury and burns 
Remember the elderly may not be sensitive to heat and they like sitting near fire. Care providers 
should cover them and encourage them to sit far from fire. 
NAILS 
Ageing caus e decreased periphera l bloo d suppl y an d increased keratin . Th e outcome is 
thickened brittle nails, ridging called privation. Due to this the nail become hard to cut. Elderly 
people therefore nee d someone to carefully cut these brittle thick nails , as they cannot bend 
because of stiff joints. 
DECREASED FUNCTION OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 
The brain spinal cord and nerves form part of the nervous system. The nervous system is the 
form of communication between the various parts of the body sending messages to the body 
tissue. 
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BRAIN 
Ageing can cause decreased number of cells in the brain, decreased blood flow, and oxygen 
utilization. These lead to decreased mental processing, loss of balance and co-ordination, slower 
response reaction to time. This is the potential condition, which can lead to depression. Car e 
givers therefore has to make sure that elderly do not cross roads alone especially the high way 
where cars move fast as old people are slow in responding. Care provider must be patient with 
them. It is tempting to do all things for the elderly because they are slow. This takes away their 
autonomy and self esteem. For the best result therefore caregiver are advised to be patient. 
VISION 
Older people may become increasingly blind. From the age of 40 years onwards reading or close 
work such as sewing may be difficult because the vision blurred. This is because the lenses 
responsible fo r focusin g o n nea r o r distan t object s becom e harde r a  conditio n know n as 
presbyopia. Spectacle helps this condition. 
Macular deterioration is the common eye; eye decease affecting part of the retina of old people a 
part which enable us to see the detail. Hence old people with such problem cannot read print and 
recognize faces although they are not to totally blind. If one or both eye become cloudy and 
cause problem with sight there may be cataract. Light cannot enter the eye. Sometime operation 
helps a person to see again. 
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In general many old people cannot see well, especially in the dark. Care providers should ensure 
enough light, and remove objects i n the elderly perso n way. Remember older people' s eye 
problems can be treated or corrected by the provision of spectacle, drugs or operation. So old 
people should be encouraged to see the doctor or nurses. Day-to-day cleanness of old people 
eye is also encouraged. 
HEARING 
Deafness can be another problem. Some older people who are slightly deaf may also feel dizzy 
and hear ringing or buzzing noises in their ears. They may feel unsure of their step when walking. 
They can look as if they are drunk even though they have not had alcohol. In this situation a 
doctor may be seen as medicine may help. Moreover there are many ways to help the older 
people with hearing problem to improve communication. These are: 
• Attrac t the person attention before starting to speak (e.g. touching their shoulder). 
• Mak e sure your face can be seen, keep hands away from the mouth as you speak. 
• Kee p distraction at minimum e.g. turn off radio 
• Spea k up but don't shout. 
• Spea k more slowly than usual. 
TASTE 
Ageing causes decreased number an d functions o f tast e buds . Food must b e extra tasty ; 
otherwise older people may suffer from malnutrition. 
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SMELL 
With ageing, there is a diminished sense of smell. Foo d is not as pleasing as it is supposed to 
be. Old people's food therefore should be appetizing. 
PRESSURE SORES 
Many illnesses and disabilities limit an older person's ability to move about unaided - they may be 
confined to be on chair for long periods of time, perhaps permanently in some situations. Indeed 
rest in itsel f ma y be used as a treatment in some conditions suc h as in serious joint pain. 
However, having to lie or sit for a long time can be dangerous for older people for a number of 
reasons and one of these is the risk of pressure sores. 
WHAT ARE PRESSURE SORES? 
Pressure sores are areas of damage to the skin and often the underlying tissues , caused b y 
continuous pressure between bony parts of the body and firm surfaces (such as beds or chairs) 
on which the older person is resting. The older term 'bed sores' gives the impression that they 
only occur in people confined to bed; this is certainly not the case as people lying or sitting in any 
position fo r a  long time can develop them . The term 'pressure sore ' is therefore fa r more 
accurate. 
Pressure sores can be the source of much discomfort t o the older person, and deep ones -
although less painful than the shallower variety because nerve endings have been destroye d -
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can b e dangerous enoug h t o threate n the person' s life . Infectio n i s a n ever-presen t risk , 
especially when deep body tissue and perhaps the bone is exposed. 
HOW DO THEY DEVELOP? 
There are several places on the body where parts of the skeleton lie just beneath the skin with 
very little padding of fat and muscle over them. As with the rest of the body, the skin requires 
oxygen and nutrients to stay healthy; it obtains these from its blood supply, which also takes 
away waste products. When continuous pressure is put upon the skin however, because the 
older person cannot change their position, the tiny blood vessels are squashed and the blood 
flow is blocked. Eventually the skin cells will die and a pressure sore will form. At first the skin 
may simply look dark and sore but unless rapid action is taken it will break open and expose the 
under lying tissues. In extreme cases it may continue to enlarge until a deep hole appears and 
the actual bone may be exposed. 
In addition to pressure damage, the older person's skin is at risk from shearing forces' or friction if 
they slip down in a chair or bed or if they are dragged rather than lifted into a good position. The 
skin surface becomes grazed on the sheet or the chair surface beneath them, damaging the 
small blood vessels, with sores then developing on the grazed area. Sores can also develop 
where folds of skin are in constant contact with each other. This may happen in the folds on the 
buttocks for example or in women with large breasts. 
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PREVENTION OF PRESSURE SORES 
To prevent pressure sores there are some very straightforward 'Do's' and 'Don'ts' to follow: 
DO 
• Regularl y move the person at risk and put them in different positions , thus altering the 
areas under pressure. For people sitting in chairs: Lift them clear of the chair for a few 
minutes every two hours. If they can stand with support an d carry out some gentle 
movement, encourage them. Reposition them slightly differently i f possible (e.g. facing 
the opposite direction supported by pillows or cushions). 
• Peopl e in bed: They should be turned and repositioned every two hours. (During a day 
and ideally at night too). They can be moved from their right side to their left, then on to 
their backs, then on to their right again for these two hours periods. Many older people 
find it difficult to lie flat on their stomachs but when they can tolerate this it gives another 
option. Where the older person finds it difficult to stay on their side, rolling back on their 
buttocks a pillow behind their back to support them often helps. 
• Giv e a good mixed diet and a good fluid intake to help to keep the skin healthy. 
• Dea l with loss of bladder and bowel control promptly and thoroughly. Ensure that the 
skin is washed and dried and a barrier cream gently applied if available. 
• D o treat anaemia promptly. 
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• Plac e sheepskin or other soft pads if they are available under the areas at risk. The wool 
contains lanolin , which lubricates the skin and reduces friction because it does not 
wrinkle. They are no substitute for regular turning and changing position. Problems of 
washing and disinfecting are avoided if small pieces are used and thrown away when 
they are no longer needed. 
DON'T 
• Was h the skin excessively except following loss of bladder or bowel control. Washing 
removes the skin's natural oils and dries it out making pressure sores more likely. 
• Massag e the skin; it used to be thought that vigorous rubbing promoted the circulation 
but i t i s now realised that the friction this causes damages the skin even more and 
encourages the development of pressure sores. 
IMPROVING A PERSON'S ABILITY TO MOVE ABOUT 
The prevention and treatment of pressure sores cannot be carried out without finding the cause 
for the person being unable to move about on their own. Every effort needs to be made to help 
older people regain their ability to move about after an illness or injury. Sometimes very basic 
problems such as bad feet can be the cause of the trouble and can be fairly easily be dealt with. 
At other times, perhaps permanent, far more serious conditions such as paralysis or widespread 
muscle weakness make hel p muc h mor e difficul t t o give . Bu t car e give r alway s nee d to 
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remember the difficulties lon g periods at rest can bring; even in the early stages of an illnes s 
there should be exercise as much as possible to help the older person to be mobile. 
CONCLUSION 
It is important to remember that much of our health in later life is determined by our habit and 
lifestyles in earlier years and so care in younger days should not seem as specific to that time but 
a proportion fo r a  life time of healthy development . Good eating habit , exercise and careful 
personal hygiene can make a big difference to health in later life. 
5.3.2 RESOURC E MATERIALS FOR MODULE TWO: NUTRITION AND OLD AGE 
IMPORTANCE OF HEALTHY DIET TO OLDER PEOPLE 
Food is a basic human necessity. Older people like any other human beings need food to live. A 
healthy diet not only have to provide all necessary nutrients to support life and body activities, it 
must also contain them in the correct proportion to one another and exclude substances known to 
be harmful to health. 
IMPORTANCE OF A HEALTHY DIET TO OLDER PEOPLE. 
Healthy diet remains vital for elderly people to maintain activity and resistance to illness, and to 
prevent other disabling conditions too. Older people makes valuable contributions to their families 
and community, they may be wage earners in the city or do house tasks such as caring for young 
children or work on the farm. Goo d nutrition status means that an older person is more able to 
carry out these activities. I t also means that a person become ill less often and that s/he can 
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continue to bathe, dress and look after themselves thus avoiding embarrassment that would have 
happen if the different would be the case. 
WHAT CONSTITUTES HEALTHY FOOD FOR OLDER PEOPLE 
A good diet for older people consists of small frequent meals containing man y different foods. 
These foods should be affordable, easil y available, easily prepared and eas y to chew. The y 
should also provide all nutrients which older person needs. 
Protein - This is for body growth and repair suggested foods are: fish, meat, beans, groundnuts 
milk and eggs. 
Carbohydrate - This is for energy and heat. Thes e are food like rice, ugali, banana and 
potatoes etc . (remember any of these food items or a mixture can serve the purpose). 
Vitamins - Protective food for all body functions in vitamins. Vegetable and fresh fruits are very 
rich i n vitamins 
Liquid - this is in the form of fresh water, juice, soup, and soda. etc. Minimu m intake per day for 
an older person should not be less than 8 cups. 
Minerals - for maintaining healthy blood bone and teeth. - Foo d like milk and eggs are very rich 
in calcium. 
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AGE RELATED CHANGE AFFECTING DIET 
Physiological change 
• Decrease d sense of test and smell. Food may need to be more strongly spiced or 
seasoned to obtain appetite. 
• Slowin g down of the digestion process. More frequent meals may be more manageable 
than larger ones. 
• Los s of teeth. Encourage older people to use their false teeth 
• Physica l frailty, Unable to prepare his/her food. Improve d cooking facilities and 
encourage practical support from neighbours. 
Social change 
• Povert y - low income, lack of productive plots of share unable to get the right food at the 
right time. 
• Traditio n beliefs food choice and segregation. 
• Lonelines s and isolation especial after bereavement. 
• Gende r barriers. 
INTERVENTIONS 
The right intervention should aim to address: 
• Improv e the diet food intake of older people, both male and female. 
• Improv e physical ability of to obtain, prepare, and eat meal. 
• Improv e availability of food for older people. 
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• Reduc e social and emotional risk factors of nutrition vulnerability. 
IMPORTANT THINGS TO CONSIDER. 
• Foo d like liver, and vegetable need very short time to prepare - long preparation leads to 
loss of nutrients. 
• Exercis e is important to older people. I t increases appetite. 
• Avoi d cigarette and drinking too much alcohol as this also affect OP appetite. 
• O P need to be exposed outside for Vitamin D from the sunlight. 
5.3 3 RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR MODULE THREE: WORKING WITH VULNERABLE 
OLDER PERSONS (VOP) 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Like many other developing countries the number of older people in Tanzania is on the increase. 
It is estimated that Tanzania has 1,952,041 millio n older people who are above 60 years. While 
statistical data show a higher number of older people at this time than in the past, older people 
themselves are loosing their social importance, they are neglected, isolated and subjected to 
different kinds of abuse by the community. 
In the past , older people were valued and respected. They were seen to have the wisdom, 
experience an d dee p knowledg e o f cultur e an d tradition . Elderl y peopl e therefor e ha d 
responsibility fo r advising the younger generation and for making sure that they grew up fully 
conversant in the tribes mores and ethics. Elderly people were the guardians of all traditions and 
culture. 
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Traditional societies on their side did not only respect old people but also had responsibility of 
providing adequate care to elderly people up to the end of their lives. In fact it was a shame for 
the family, clan and the entire community to see their senior citizens wondering on the street 
without support or dying because of the failure to have an access to basic needs. However as 
time went by, the world started to experience social, technological and economical changes, the 
impact of which weakened the traditional system of caring old people in the community. 
In the fast changing world and the money oriented economy of today, there is less family support 
as sons and daughters leave their villages to seek employment elsewhere. The support of the 
community for old people has also declined tremendously because people are concentrating on 
making ends meet on their own lives and they have no resources to spare for others especially 
old people. 
Reports from different parts of Tanzania indicate that older persons receive less support in areas 
such as cultivation o f their shamba, fetching of water, collection of fire wood, washing, cooking 
and other day-to-day activities. 
While th e traditiona l system s whic h use d t o car e an d protec t senio r citize n continue s t o 
disintegrate, th e moder n socia l security scheme s in Tanzania like PP F and NSS F ar e stil l 
providing inadequate services to their beneficiaries and do not allow them to meet their basic 
needs. 
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Another major shortcoming of the modern social security schemes in Tanzania is the number of 
elderly people covered. So far the services of these schemes are extended only to older persons 
who were employed by formal sectors. e.g. retired civil servants etc. (about 2% of OP). Thi s 
means that the majority of older persons in this country (about 98%) are excluded. 
Based on these facts, it is clear that any meaningful effort made to improve the lives of older 
people in Tanzania should go hand in hand with the effort of reviving the spirit of helping old 
people i n th e communit y an d strengthenin g th e weake r socia l structures w e hav e i n our 
communities to resume their tradition role of caring for older persons Moreover they should also 
aim at empowering old people themselves to cope effectively with the challenges of modern 
world. 
The recen t researc h on the situatio n o f olde r peopl e i n Tanzania undertaken b y HelpAge 
International showed that to survive, old people have to work harder to get food for themselves 
and their dependants, enduring bad conditions and in some cases, begging on the streets. 
While life has become more difficult for the majority o f old people, such difficulty tend s to be 
magnified for vulnerable older people (e.g. the bed ridden) wh o are armed with few coping 
mechanisms and hence making their survival quite uncertain . It i s therefore thi s group which 
require special attention no t only from the family members but also from other members of the 
community. 
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Where a vulnerable older person has a family, that family should take primary responsibility for 
caring for the older person. If this is not done, they should be persuaded and educated to do it. 
Where this is not possible because of different circumstances, a system need to be developed to 
ensure that neighbours and other social support structures (institutions churches, mosques, youth 
groups, women's groups, voluntary associations) and the elderly themselves are well mobilised to 
derived adequate care to vulnerable older persons, and to take it as part of their day to day 
obligations. 
It is therefore important for the caregivers to know most, if not all, older persons in their village 
and not simply their relatives or those old people who appears to be important. Caregivers should 
also know what other people could do to help in different ways and be able to link the VOP with 
those resources. 
Some of the main problems affecting older persons include; failure to meet their basic needs, lack 
of access to medical services hence enduring permanent pain, being oppressed and denied of 
their rights e.g. possession of properties, and being isolated, neglected and dishonoured by the 
communities some times including their own children. 
Some of the activities which the community can best do to help VOP are; help with practical tasks 
such as fetching water, fire wood, house repair; and cooking or providing some meals. They may 
be able to sit and talk to an older person while doing some household tasks, or even support in 
the preparation of older person's shamba. Neighbours including children could be encouraged to 
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spend time with elders who live near. This increased social contact will also help to ensure that 
elders who develop health problem s receive timely communit y attentio n hence taken to the 
hospital or dispensary without delay. 
In the whole process of supporting VOP it is important to remember that although they are very 
poor they deserv e respect and they shoul d not b e treated lik e children . They need to be 
consulted, be given opportunity to give their idea, and express their feelings. The ideal service to 
VOP should therefore avoid removing respect, dignity and self-esteem of an older person but 
rather promoting them. 
VULNERABLE OLDER PERSON (VOP) 
An older person is called a vulnerable older person when s/he becomes physically weak and 
unable to perform their own important activities for survival, economically poor to the extent that 
he/she can not have an access to basic needs and his/her social relation is dwindled to the extent 
that she/he can not interact freely with other people or get basic support from them. It is the state 
where an older person is physically, economically and socially incapacitated to such an extent 
that he/she cannot manage on his/her own to cope up with the challenge of life. 
CAUSES OF VULNERABILITY 
Causes of vulnerability can be categorized in the following groups. 
i) Physica l Weakness 
An older person becomes weak, sometimes unable to move from one point to another. A t this 
stage support of another person is essential for the survival of that VOP. Disease s like stroke, 
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disability, and accident and advanced age e.g. (100 years old) are some of the likely cause to 
physical frailty. 
ii) Lac k of income 
This is the most common problem. Older people lack reliable source of income. Consequently 
majority of them have meager income, which can no enable them to have access to their basic 
needs including food. Moreover, due to AIDS pandemic some older people whose economies are 
already in shamble are forced to care for their younger orphans. 
iii) Poo r social relation 
Human being is a social creature. W e all depend on other people to survive. Whe n social 
relation of an older persons is badly damaged, they becomes automatically vulnerable as they 
cannot continue to enjoy the support from the community e.g. victims of witchcraft allegation. 
PROBLEM FACING VULNERABLE OLDER PERSONS 
Problem of vulnerable olde r people appear in all aspect of life i.e. socially economically and 
physically. Som e of their specific problems include: -
• Failur e to meet their basic needs e.g. Food, shelter water etc. 
• Lac k of access to medical service hence enduring pain 
• Lonelines s and neglect 
• Oppressio n and humiliation 
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SUPPORTING VULNERABLE OLDER PEOPLE (VOP) 
Vulnerable older people need to be supported to over come all obstacles that make their final 
lives quite uncomfortable. 
To get ideal solution of OP's problems you will need to consult them and work together with them 
to find the solution. I t is important to remember that vulnerable older people like any other person 
deserve respect. I n this sense the process aimed at helping them should not make VOP to feel 
that they are useless but rather a process of empowering them to own their destiny. Some of the 
activities that the community can do to support VOP are: 
Practical help 
Assist them to perform daily tasks of living like fetching water and firewood, cleaning laundry, 
cooking, provision of food and house repair. 
Physical Care 
Together with practical help sick older people require physical care like being washed, shifted to 
and from the toilet etc. 
Companionship to maintain their morale 
Visit them, talk to them so that they are not lonely. Value their contribution and make them feel 
wanted. D o some simple exercises with them all these activities will make VOP to feel that life is 
still interesting and worth living. 
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Promotion of their income 
Where possible VOP can be supported to start simple activities like small garden chicken and 
goat project that will make them more active and earn some income. 
Linking them with resources 
Assist them (VOP) to have an access to available resources e.g. village dispensary etc. You will 
always find that most of OP's problems do not need special project as they can be solved by 
using existing resource s in the community i f there wil l be someone to link VOP with those 
resources. 
INVOLVEMENT OF THE FAMILY AND THE COMMUNITY IN THE CARE OF VOP 
Where VOP has relative effort has to be done to ensure that the family is fully involved in the 
care. Whe n this i s not possible (no family members ) neighbours and other socia l structures 
including CBOs like women groups, youth groups, and other volunteer's associations will have to 
fill the gaps. Religiou s institutions an d village government wil l also be involved to ensure that 
VOP receive adequate care. 
Successful age care programme should not only be determined by service rendered to VOP but 
also how sustainable the programme is, this can only be seen by looking on the way families and 
entire community have been mobilised to be actively involved in the care of their older people. 
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN WORKING WITH VOP 
There are several problems, which any person working with older people is likely to face. Mos t of 
them are centred on two areas. 
A. Inadequat e resources 
Resources are always inadequate to meet the needs. Howeve r most of the service, which VOP 
needs, involves resources, which are available in the community. Fo r instance provision of 
practical help like washing, cleaning and fetching of water can be organised without requiring 
external suppor t provide d tha t al l socia l structures an d institution s i n th e villag e se e the 
importance of assisting them. 
Moreover a thorough identification of the most needy basing on the agreed criteria will enable the 
community to know exactly where scarce resources is needed most. 
B. Negative attitudes of the community toward older people 
Most people do not see older people as the group that need to be supported. The y see them as 
unproductive. Som e other people regard VOP as the witch who should be eliminated so they 
don't see the reason of supporting them. T o tackle this problem requires patience and a well-
planned awareness raising campaign and mass education on the rights and contribution of older 
people. Publi c meetings, drama groups, schools and religious institution s ar e some of the 
potential entry point for fighting against these negative attitudes. 
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VULNERABILITY AND GENDER - Its Effects in Old Age 
High life expectancy 
Women above 60 years outnumber men. I n most parts of the world women live longer than men. 
The difference betwee n male and female life expectance is the resul t o f a  combination of 
biological differences , suc h a s a  lowe r susceptibilit y t o hear t diseas e in wome n befor e 
menopause, and cultural influences, such as greater male exposure to occupational hazards. 
Unfortunately as they advance in age most of them find themselves lonely, weak and without 
sufficient support from their family and the community at large. Thi s situation can lead them into 
absolute poverty. 
Negative attitude toward older women 
Women without old age support are more likely than men to be blamed for their circumstance. 
Those with support face more precarious situations. Though women tend to live longer than men 
older women often receiv e less support from their families and there i s often a n underlying 
assumption that they do not deserve supporting. Olde r women are much more likely to be 
accused of being witches often with violent results in some parts of Tanzania. 
Witchcraft 
An estimated 500 older women are murdered every year after being accused of witchcraft. Many 
more are driven from their home and communities becoming destitute as a result - A recent study 
in Tanzania by HAI found widowhood exposed many older women to the charge of witchcraft. 
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This was typically related to their solitude. I f she is not seen much around the village, an air of 
mystery may group up around her, which contributes strongly to accusations of being a witch. 
Widowhood 
Widowhood is more prevalent among women because they live longer and marry men older than 
themselves. Whethe r by choice or custom women are less likely than men to remarry after the 
death of a spouse and often live alone. 
High rate of disability 
Women suffer from high rate of disability at older ages, reflecting burden that accumulate over 
their life cycle. Older women health status is affected by their lack of health care, education and 
nutrition. 
Lack of education and access to information 
Older women in Tanzania are less likely than any other group in the society to have been 
educated and many do not speak the national language, Kiswahili . They are therefore excluded 
from the official life of communities and access to information restricted, and even if legally she is 
entitled to land or resource, lack of access to information abou t rights means older women, 
particularly widows can be thrown off land and made homeless. 
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5.3.4 RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR MODULE FOUR: COUNSELLING ELDERLY PEOPLE 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
It i s indisputabl e fac t tha t th e physica l proces s of agein g contribute s t o healt h problems . 
However most of the health problem in old age are either accelerated or associated with social 
and personal stress, which calls for psychotherapy or counselling services. 
The elderly in our community face a wide range of stressful situation many of them created by our 
society makin g the m t o fee l useless . Som e of th e stressfu l situation s whic h olde r people 
encounter are ; loss of social status, retirement, reduce d income, and loneliness. Othe r are; 
death of friends and family members , decline in physical energy and physical capacities and 
being neglected by even their own children. 
When there is no proper adjustment t o cope up with these problems, elderly find themselves 
psychologically overwhelmed and totally despaired. At this stage life become meaningless to an 
older person no wonder some older people refuse to follow medical advise, refuse to eat, decide 
to hide themselves inside the house and become reluctant to participate in any activities which 
are crucial for thei r surviva l etc. I f the problem of older people at this stage is not attended 
properly there is drastic decline of both physiological and mental function o f an older people, 
which might result into death. 
Although som e psychological situations requir e highl y qualifie d psychotherapis t t o intervene , 
most of the stressfu l conditions whic h older people face in our community ca n be properly 
handled with the person with basic counselling skills. I n this context therefore i t is important for 
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the caregive r t o b e equipped no t onl y wit h physica l age care skill s bu t als o socia l and 
psychological skills that involve counselling skills. 
Counselling is not giving and telling people what to do or what they ought to do as most of us do 
especially when we are working with vulnerable old people. I t is helping them to make their own 
decisions, and to take their own action to solve problems that are worrying them. Counsellin g 
skills will help the caregiver to assist older people to solve their problem by helping them to 
• Se e the problem in different ways and to understand them better. 
• Explor e their feeling about problems and express their feeling. 
• Understan d how other older people may see the problem. 
• Identif y what could be done to solve the problem 
• Understan d type of adjustment needed to be able to cope effectively with the problem 
that cannot be solved. 
• Fin d out who or which organization could help them. 
Counselling an older person is quite a process it is not something that can be achieved in a day. 
Counselling involve three important phases which will have to be passed through to attain the 
intended goals these are building a  relationship, exploring proble m i n depth an d exploring 
alternative solution . Successfu l counselling gradually proceeds from one phase to another, 
however, in most case you will find that these stages are overlapping. 
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If you are counselling your parent or your relative there i s the danger that because you are 
emotionally involved you may get upset or into argument with him/her. I t may be best to refer 
that counselling to some one else. 
NOTES ON COUNSELLING ELDERLY PEOPLE 
WHAT IS COUNSELLING? 
Counselling should not be confused with giving advice or telling a person what you think he/she 
must do to solve the problem. Counselling then is a face-to-face service provided to enable or 
help a person realize the problem then make decision and take action to solve it. Counselling 
process becomes successful when it is done with the counsellee not to or for the counsellee. I t 
increases person's capacity motivation and opportunity to look the problem in depth and come up 
with meaningful solutions. 
COUNSELLING PROCESS 
Counselling is process not an over night issue. Effectiv e counselling gradually proceeds from 
one phase to another. Thes e phases in counselling involve. 
i. Buildin g a relationship 
ii. Explorin g problems in depth 
iii. An d exploring alternative solutions 
HOW TO BUILD RELATIONSHIP 
In initial contacts with the counsellee you need to establish a non - threatening atmospher e in 
which the counsellee feel safe to communicate fully his or her troubles while feeling accepted as 
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a person. Introduc e your self as a knowledgeable, understanding person who may be able to 
help and who want to try. 
Do not laugh or express shock emotional out bursts will lead to the OP to believe that your are 
not going to understand his or her difficulties and she/he will usually stop discussing. B e non-
judgmental and non-moralistic. Show respect for the counsellee's values and do not try to sell 
your values. Th e values that work for you may be not best for some one else in a different 
situation. 
Avoid superior/inferio r relationshi p counselle e will b e less motivated t o revea l and discuss 
personal difficulties if they feel that they are treated as inferior. Usuall y use non-offensive words, 
do not use words that are strange to the counsellee. 
Keep all that you discuss with your client confidential. Workin g relationship may be quickly 
destroyed if the counselee discovers that confidentiality has been violated. 
If you are counselling an OP who is your relative there i s a danger, that because you are 
emotionally involved, you may get upset or into argument with the other person. I f that happen 
refer the counselee to some one else. 
EXPLORING PROBLEMS IN DEPTH 
Do not suggest a solution as soon as a problem is identified. Have time to explore the problem in 
depth before working on the solution. In exploring problem in depth examine extent o f the 
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problem, its duration, its causes, the counselee's feelings about the problem and the physical and 
mental capacities and strength o f counselee to cope with the proble m befor e explorin g the 
alternative solutions. 
When a problem area is identified a  number of smaller problems may occur, explore all these 
problems. I n such situation the best way to decide which problem to handle first is to ask the 
counselee which she/he perceive as most pressing. Develo p together the strategy toward the 
solution of sub problems. Th e success in solution to sub problems will increase confidence and 
strengthen the working relationship. 
Show empathy not sympathy. Empath y is the capacity to show that you are aware and to some 
extent fee l what the counsele e is saying. Sympath y i s also sharing feeling bu t i t ha s the 
connotation of pity for an older person who is lonely depressed and they will continue to tell you 
of sad story over and over supported by your sympathetic feelings. 
When you believe that the client has touched on an important area of concern you can encourage 
further communication by : non-verbal signs that you are paying interest. Us e neutral-probing 
questions e.g. could you tell me more about that? Why do you feel that way? 
Ask questions o f the counsele e tactfully as answering ma y put him/he r i n an embarrassing 
situation. Suppose for instance you are counselling an older person who has been discharged 
from his job (where he was working as the gate keeper) because of poor personal hygiene. You 
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as a counsellor you may tactfully say I am wondering if your personal appearance and hygiene 
may be a reason for the dismissal. 
HOW TO EXPLORE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 
After exploring the problem in depth, the next step is for the counsellor and the counselee to 
consider alternative solutions . I n exploring alternative solutio n start by asking something like 
"Have you thought about way to solve this. Th e merits short comings and consequences of the 
alternatives thoughts should be thoroughly examined. 
As the counsellor avoid selecting the alternative for the older person because if the alternative is 
undesirable for the counselee your future relationship will be seriously hampered. O n the other 
side if alternative ma y prove to be desirable for the counselee it will make him/her to become 
overly dependent on the counsellor. 
When a counsellor believes a client should take a certain course of action, this idea should be 
phrased as suggestion. (Have you thought about...? rather than advice I think you should.) Th e 
counselee's right to self-determination should be taken away only if the selected course or action 
has a high probability of seriously hurting other or the counselee e.g. when the old person decide 
to commit suicide. 
Perhaps the biggest single factor in determining whether the counselee's situation will improve is 
the motivatio n t o carry ou t essentia l tasks. A  counsellor should seek to motivate apatheti c 
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counselees. On e way t o increas e motivation i s to clarif y wha t will be gained b y meeting 
commitment. 
Counsellor should refer the counselee to someone else or at least seek a professional counsellor 
to discuss the case with for any of the following situations. I f the counsellor feels that she/he is 
unable to empathize with the counsellee; if the counsellor feels that the problem is of such a 
nature that she or he will not be able to help; if the counsellor feels that the counselee is choosing 
alternatives that conflict with the counsellors basic value system, and if a working relationship is 
not established. Remembe r you can help some people but not all. 
5.3 5  RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR MODULE FIVE: FACILITATION SKILLS 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
As we are talking of more than 1.9 million Tanzanians above 60 years, it is becoming quite clear 
that the care of older people cannot be left to a few caregivers. I n fact it is the responsibility of 
the entire community. Families , neighbours, religious Institutions, CBOs and NGOs ought to play 
major role to ensure that older people, especial vulnerable ones, are well cared. 
However this i s not the thinking o f some people as they are dominated b y negative altitude 
toward olde r persons . S o they commen t negativel y whe n the y hea r o f somethin g goo d 
concerning older people. There is another group of people who would like to help the senior 
citizen but they don't know how this could be organised within the community. Thi s has made 
some of them t o suspec t that perhaps the solution i s to construc t man y centres where al l 
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vulnerable older people should be cared until the end of their lives. Unfortunatel y our social and 
economic realities have proved to be against this solution. 
In this sense the need for age care training for caregivers and the rest of the population is 
paramount. Thi s training will not only change their negative altitude toward older people but also 
provide skills on how to provide affective care to older persons within the community . I t is 
therefore expected that people who have attended age care training will also impart the skills to 
others, no wonder the section on facilitator has been added. 
NOTES ON TRAINING 
Training is a planned and systematic effort to modify o r develop individual through learning 
experience. Trainin g enables an individual to perform adequately a given task. Thi s happens 
when people acquire knowledge skills and attitude through experience , reflection study and 
instruction. A n ideal training helps the learner to diagnose the gap between their aspiration and 
their presence level of performance. 
TRAINING MATURED PEOPLE 
In order to have a successful training of the matured trainees, trainer should be aware of some 
principle of adult learning, which must be considered in the designing of the course materials and 
in the delivering process. 
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The most important principles are: 
A. Problem centred 
Adult learners prefer to focus on current, existing problem rather than abstracts concepts you 
course design should comprise topics, which can be converted into use to solve the existing 
problem. 
B Immediate Application 
Adults will view learning as a benefit only if it can be quickly applied to all life problems. 
C. Building on previous experience 
Adult understands a lot so they should be given times to share their experience in relation to the 
topic. 
D. Learner control 
Adult want control over their learning and prefer to have trainer as a facilitator rather than a 
teacher or expert. 
E Active participation 
Adults learn best when they are involved hence course design should include a number of 
activities. 
FACILITATION SKILLS 
Facilitation is defined as the process of making things easy for the people to enable them to 
make progress. Facilitation' s skills therefore are instructional skills that enable the trainer to run 
the trainin g programm e whil e assumin g the rol e o f helpe r rathe r tha n a  teacher. Training 
programme can be a success or a disaster depending on how well it is facilitated 
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Good and successful facilitation depends on three important factors. 
i. Abilit y of the facilitator to capture the audience and motivate them to learn 
ii. Goo d selection of the method to use 
iii. Goo d preparation of the lesson plan. 
a) CAPTURIN G AND MOTIVATING THE TRAINEES 
It is crucial for the facilitator to ensure that his/her style of facilitation continues to make trainees 
active, interested an d motivated t o learn and their min d are on the subjec t throug h ou t the 
delivery process. To attain this level, the facilitator will need to consider the following: -
HOW TO SPEAK 
A well-prepared voice will go a long way towards creating interest and reducing monotony and 
boredom. You are therefore advised to be: -
• Eloquen t enough that your words are easily captured by the audience. 
• Var y tone and pitch. B e dramatic, confidential and sometimes triumphant depending on 
what message you are delivering. 
• Ove r emphasize where this is necessary and accentuate syllables. 
• Repea t key phrases with different vocal emphasis 
• Us e delivery speed to manipulate the audience. Fas t delivery will excite and stimulate 
slow delivery will emphasize. 
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QUESTIONING SKILLS 
One good way to gain your trainee participation is by asking them questions. Ask the right kind of 
question to elicit the best possible response. Belo w are various types of questions and the ways 
in which they can be used. 
Open question 
Allow respondent to give detailed response without any restriction. Suc h question requires 
thinking before answering so they are good for stimulating participants e.g. What did you learn 
from the exercise? 
Direct questions 
They are often aimed at one person. The respondent may feel embarrassed if he does not know 
the answer e.g. Mabula, what can we do to stop the killing of older person in Magu? 
Indirect questions 
Question presente d t o th e whol e grou p an d i s open t o anyon e i n th e grou p t o answer , i f th e 
answer i s not for the coming, revert to direct question . 
Subject/attitude questions 
These questions allow participants to express their own feeling, prejudice and biases e.g. Why do 
you think Mr. Rwegasira was wrong. Since there is no right or wrong answer they encourage 
comments from other member of the group. 
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Double check questions 
Allow facilitator to assess participant, understanding e.g. so what you mean is. I t is a non-
threatening way to get feedback and to make sure you are talking the same. 
Objective questions 
Require respondent to think and give a non-biased answer e.g. What are necessary to set good 
community based age care programme. 
Summary questions 
Allow participants to recap the key part of the session e.g. So what we have agreed on is. 
Closed questions 
Require yes or no answer. They can be used to confirm certain details. 
FEEDBACK 
It is important after every exercise that participants do to give them feedback. A non-threatening 
way to do this is to ask the group to give feedback to their colleagues especially after group 
presentation. Facilitato r should ensure that feedback is objective, non-personalized and 
educative. As the facilitator avoid being defensive, explaining and attacking some one. 
FACING PARTICIPANTS 
Facilitator should face participant rather than flip chart, 
small card. 
Instead of reading from the flip chart, use 
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AVOID EMPTY SPACE 
Empty space makes participant to start thinking something out of the topic so they loose 
concentration. These gaps are likely to happen when facilitator starts to write detailed 
information the flip chart. You are therefore advised to do most of the writing before starting the 
session. Where possible have a co-facilitator. 
b) GOO D SELECTION OF THE METHOD TO USE 
There are various methods, which are used to facilitate training programme. Howeve r a good 
facilitator knows where to employ a certain method to ensure that trainee get maximum benefi t 
out of the training delivered. 
HOW TO SELECT THE RIGHT METHOD 
Before selecting a method to use on facilitation be aware of: 
Resources at your disposal 
Different methods require different resources. S o unless you have all the required materials for 
that method do not choose it. 
Nature of your audience 
The selection of the method should also look at specific audience. Age , knowledge of the 
trainees over the topic is one of the things that can help the facilitator to select a certain method. 
For instance adult learner would normally have knowledge of certain issue hence the need for 
careful selection of the methodology to enhance their participation. 
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Time 
Some methods consume more time than other so you need to know the time you have before 
selecting the method. 
SOME COMMON METHODOLOGIES USED TO FACILITATE TRAINING 
Lecture 
In this method facilitator talk alone before the trainees. Ther e is very little or no opportunity at all 
for the group to interact. Thi s is an ideal method for large group it allows material to be covered 
in a structured way in a relative short time. I t also allows the facilitator to have a full control of the 
topic hence able to repeat key points for emphasize. After 20 minutes of lecture, make sure that 
there is a pause or change of style e.g. asking questions. Thi s is particular important when you 
are working with older people. Lecture should be presented dramatically to capture the audience 
e.g. this is an interesting issue. 
Role Play 
It is a way of extending trainee's experience by presenting them with a common encountered 
situation and asking them to place themselves in the position of role play of the parties involved 
and act out. Situation selected for acting should be realistic as much as possible to make role 
play meaningful. Role-play is a memorable enjoyable create understanding and involve active 
participation of the trainees. I f it is well planned and monitored it can generate solution, which 
can be used for future programme. 
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Brainstorming 
It is a loosely structured form of discussion. I t provides a practical means of generating ideas 
without too much involvement into unproductive analysis. The method encourages creativity, 
overcome limited thinking and remove fear of criticism among trainees. I f it is not properly 
managed it may bring incomplete ideas and be time consuming. 
Guided Discussion 
This is a free verbal exchange of knowledge ideas or opinion between trainer and trainees. For a 
discussion to be effective i t i s necessary for the participants to have a certain measure of 
knowledge. This knowledge might be acquired through instruction or experience gained prior to 
the course or by information provide d on the course. Questions can be used to guide the 
discussion. Th e method is very interactive and helps the facilitator to monitor understanding and 
gain commitment of the trainees. 
Demonstration / practice 
This involve s the performanc e of a  particular action or explanation of a  procedure before 
participants to enable them to perform the same action under guidance. I t is an ideal method for 
enabling trainee to acquire particular skills and to introduce a new technique as it affords the 
opportunity to use real object or model. Howeve r the method is suitable for small group where 
every participant would have the opportunity to practice the skills. 
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c) LESSO N PLAN 
Definition 
Is a guideline which specifies in detail what the facilitator wil l be expected to do during the 
delivery process. It is a blue print, which outline; what will be covered; what will be done by the 
facilitator and by participant; time spent on each learning activity and the methods to be used in 
the delivery process. I t should be noted that however conversant a trainer is on the topic he will 
still make the session a disaster if the lesson plan was not well prepared. 
Information to be delivery to the participant concerned with a specific topic will have to be 
categorised into three categories. 
Must know - The most important information which participant must know. This 
information should be given first priority. 
Should know - This information is also important and participant should know them 
though they are not as important as the must know information. 
Could know - Informatio n that could be shared by the trainees in order to broaden their 
understanding or help to clarify the must and should know information. This can only be 
covered if time allow and participant seem to be motivate and capable to understand it. 
Arranging your materials in these three categories will help the facilitator to know what point need 
to be emphasized and how much time should be allocated to a certain point. 
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MAIN SECTIONS OF A LESSON PLAN 
Lesson plan is divided into three important sections, which are: Introduction; Main body, and 
conclusion. 
Introduction 
This is the first section of your lesson it is therefore expected that the facilitator will be able to 
cover the following: -
• Introduc e the topic to the trainees 
• Sho w the relevance of the lesson to the participant 
• Aris e interest 
• Giv e her/his background 
• Giv e the course direction. 
Main body 
This is the core of the lesson plan set out the detailed subject matter of the course. This is the 
most important section of the lesson plan, so a thorough thinking is needed to get what to include 
and how to present i.e. 
Some of the hints that can assist you to have main body section well planned are: 
• Hav e time to research the subject 
• Establis h the main elements 
• Categoriz e the information you have into must know, should know and could know. 
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• Allocat e time to each area. 
• Hav e all material well organized before starting the training 
• Revie w the plan. 
Conclusion 
This is the ending section of your lesson plan facilitator will use this section to fill gap, to 
emphasize important point and to review point covered. Question can be answered doubt 
clarified and pointing the way to the future. The lesson should end in such a way as to leave the 
group feeling motivated and confident. 
